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Bunter went to Hemsby 47
and wrote some words
Paul Harris went too and
took some great photos
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Werly Fairburn In-Depth (part 3)
Mr Angry gets insulting (in a nice way)
Chris DeBruin appreciates Liz Taylor
Neil Foster swings his sax and reminisces
Rod Jolliffe sits on a chair in Mississippi
Ian McNeil rambles around New Orleans
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JET HARRIS
IN SPITE OF EVERYTHING
by Dave Nicolson
This 168 page paperback was clearly hastily rewritten immediately after
the untimely death of Jet in March 2011. Forty per cent of the book is
devoted to Jet’s early days and is chronologically accurate. The rest of
the book is devoted to interviews with artistes who had known and
worked with Jet. The author states, in his introduction, that he has left
these interviews unedited in order to maintain accuracy.
The result is a tedious, repetitive collection of interviews, many of which are entirely focused on Jet’s
alcoholism, creating a total sense of negativity for the reader. Editorial control should have been
employed, and the failure to do so has resulted in the reader experiencing a colossal loss of the
relevance, and importance, of Jet’s achievements. The ramblings of Billie Davis, which account for
fifteen percent of the interview section, make one feel that one is reading an extensive selection of
‘News Of The World’ articles.
There are some succinct interviews, which are refreshing, but only because the content is not
obsessed with historical flaws, humane artistic fragility, and character assassination. Cliff Richard,
in his extensive interview (two pages less than Billie Davis) states in one sentence that he will not
discuss Jet’s marriage to Carol. What a surprise! I am also mystified as to the absence of Terry
Dene in the interview section. He is alive and well, and this represents a serious omission to the
complete story of Jet’s musical baptism.
This paperback fails in its duty to provide the reader with a balanced, factual story of the life of Jet
Harris. The author has not achieved a sufficiently focused vision and should, in my opinion, spend
some time reading the biographies of Philip Norman, and thus learn how to write a proper biography,
his last John Lennon opus encompassing 822 pages.
I can envisage that those who have purchased this book will soon be visiting their local charity shop
to deposit same. Caveat emptor – I rest my case.

Peter Stockton - 27th September 2011
Sharp As A Switchblade
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie Harris to The
Atlantics. With Gene Summers, Johnny Preston, Linda Gail Lewis, Jack Scott, Ray
Campi, Mac Curtis, Charlie Gracie,
As well as the Chas Hodges Rock'n'Roll Trio and from Germany, the Lennerockers

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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Aristotle says “Education is the best
provision for old age so...

HOLD THE THIRD PAGE!”
Hello everyone out there in Tales From The Woods
readership land. Thank you for joining us once again. May I
kick off my Issue 64 column by wishing all our loyal subscribers
the greetings of the season along with a healthy, prosperous
and trouble free new year. It’s certainly been an exciting year
for Tales From The Woods which has seen our membership
increase by leaps and bounds, with many new friends joining us at our
events, be it gigs, social events or our monthly meet up in central London,
the latter so expertly organized by our wonderful social secretary John
'Soulboy’ Jolliffe, whose in-depth articles on his chosen subject of soul
music have graced these pages for many years now.
Fans of roots music have been joining our membership secretary
Ken Major’s annual trip to the spiritual home of the soundtrack of
our lives, the southern states of the United States, again organized
with such expertise that many return year after year, joined often
by new faces who again can’t wait to return once a suitable
opportunity presents itself. No doubt at this moment in time Ken is
being contacted by enthusiastic potential travellers for 2012. Me,
well I was on that inaugural trip way back in 1994, missing just a
A line up of Woodies outside the couple through to 2004, and long overdue for a return; my diary is
Howlin’ Wolf USA © Nick Cobban reminding me to keep a few pages clear for the year that will soon
be upon us.
Christmas and New Year passed, January means just one thing for a number of us, the annual 2is
Reunion/British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show. For the second year in succession this is being held at
the long established Borderline venue just off Charing Cross Road. We had a natter on who will be
appearing in Issue 63, so I won’t be labouring the point here. There is a flyer enclosed plus an advert
in the back of the mag, so no shortage of advance publicity folks. However, just a polite reminder
that tickets are on sale now at £18 for subscribers, £20 for non-Woodies. Although the Borderline
are selling tickets for our annual show on Sunday 29th January, to claim your Woodie reduction you
need to come via TFTW; please don’t forget to quote your membership card number when doing
so. We are still posting out membership cards and will continue to do so for a while yet, so just
simply tell us your name as you have done in the past - we will know who you are. Try not to leave
it to the night as tickets on the door are £22 for all.
Just one last word on the subject - doors are at 5pm, live music will
start soon after, so If you don’t want to miss anything you need to be
there pretty much at opening time like last year, which proved so
successful. We shall be wrapping it up around 10pm allowing the DJ
to cruise us out to the 10.30pm curfew, as TFTW wants all the
wonderful loyal folks who travel a considerable distance to attend our
shows to be able to make your main-line railway stations in plenty of
time for your departures. Likewise for those who choose to drive to
London, home in time for a night cap and a natter (hopefully) about the
great time you just had.
The performers and musicians, like the fans who attend year after year and us here at TFTW, can’t
wait. See you on the 29th folks.
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We here at Tales From The Woods would like to take this opportunity to remind all you good loyal
readers out there that everyone is invited to write for the magazine. We are a mixture of nonprofessional writers and those who have been involved in career journalism. We are not a closed
shop; all are welcome as is the subject matter be it roots music or interests you have outside of
music that you feel may be of interest to our diverse readership. Don’t worry if you have never
written for a magazine before, or maybe for many a moon… it truly does not matter. Plenty of us
Woodies on the board (I think he means me – H) will be happy to tidy up any article that you may
wish to submit to us.
Recently we put out an email inviting blues fans to write for us. We were heartened by the response
with many volunteers offering their services and, as a result we have blues content in storage for
several issues hence. The blues certainly needs all the support it can possibly muster; in the opinion
of many of us here at TFTW it has never been so unrepresented on British stages for many
generations.
We strive to be first past the post in all things roots; although we may be the on-line or otherwise
magazine that covers such a diversity of music and beyond, we can’t really call ourselves the UK’s
only roots music magazine and that’s what we intend to do within the next few issues. So we are
asking, in the Hold The Third Page column, for volunteers to supply a Louisiana/Cajun & Zydeco
column. Although we would indeed be very grateful for a regular column, we will be equally as
happy with a near-regular column. So all you Cajun/Zydeco fans out there, would you like to join us?
Whilst on the subject of joining, Woodies out there have friends, family or neighbours who share our
passion and who may like to become subscribers. Please feel free to pass on our details… we'll be
happy to hear from them.
That’s about it gang, Sadly it is now my duty to pay our respects to our musical heroes who have
passed on since we last came to press. Natter to all later at the back of the mag on page 53 for the
Buzz column.
V
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to traditional country and
bluegrass banjoist Wade Mainer who died on the 12th September aged 104.
There can be little doubt that at his advanced age Wade Mainer would have been
the last surviving musician who played on the radio and performed on stage during
the golden age of Hillbilly Music of the 1930s along with his elder brother Joseph
Emmett and a few other musicians. Billed as J.E. Mainer's Mountaineers, they could
be heard all over the South East of the US, sponsored by Crazy Water Crystals,
makers of a mineral laxative, on the radio show Crazy Barn Dance, broadcast on
WBT in Charlotte, North Carolina. Fellow acts in the show included The Carlisle
Brothers, The Dixon Brothers and Bill & Charlie Monroe, However it was the Mainer’s Band that
remained the headliners due to the thousands of listeners who dispatched requests to the station
each week.
They recorded for the legendary Bluebird label during the thirties, the
decade which not only produced the biggest selling record for Wade
and Zeke Morris but also the biggest hit for hillbilly music, a revival of
the Victorian tear-jerker Maple On The Hill. Their duets as a result
became so popular that they recorded under their own names away
from the Mountaineers.
Come 1936 it proved to be a parting of the ways for J.E. and Wade.
Wade’s new band, The Sons Of The Mountaineers, continued to
perform throughout the southlands and their popularity upon the
air-waves never wavered with their repertoire of new versions of old
ballads and turn of the century songs such as Little Maggie, and Down
In The Willow Garden. The latter was included by the folklorist John
Lomax, no doubt as a result of his many road trips down south
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searching out his nation’s rich musical heritage, in the pioneering album of 1941, Smokey Mountain
Ballads, which introduced Wade and eventually other hillbilly performers to the urban folk
intelligentsia.
The same year would see Lomax the younger, John’s son Alan, secure Wade’s band to perform for
President Roosevelt at the White House in an evening dedicated to American folklore.
1944 would see Wade introduced to British audiences alongside Woody Guthrie and Burl Ives when
Alan Lomax produced a radio play for the BBC entitled The Old Chisholm Trail. According to Wade’s
biographer Dick Spottswood, Woody Guthrie and Wade made some records together which have
since been lost.
Wade Mainer was born on 21st April 1907 in North Carolina into a farming family. During the 1920s
Wade and his brother J.E. began to play music informally for fellow workers whilst working as cotton
mill hands in Concord, North Carolina, J.E. on fiddle and Wade on banjo. Once they became
established on the radio during the thirties, Wade helped to keep the banjo riding high in country
music, despite the stiff competition from guitar based acts like The Delmore Brothers. Likewise in
the forties with the creation of the genre now internationally known as Bluegrass, he was able to
cross the bridge between the traditional hillbilly and the new genre that no doubt helped to pave the
way for its survival.
In 1953, uncertain about the rapidly changing musical scene, he gave
up performing professionally to take a day job with General Motors in
Flint, Michigan, moving from rural Carolina to the industrialised north
with his wife Julia, also a musician in the traditional hillbilly mode.
Retiring in 1972 coincided nicely with the new found interest in old time
country music, treading the boards again only this time his wife as his
musical partner, they began to take bookings at church functions, folk
clubs and university gigs. Soon John Morris, a traditionalist music fan,
came knocking, who was about to set up his own record label Old
Homestead, Wade being one of its first releases. This led to numerous
appearances at folk festivals and folk concerts throughout the
seventies and eighties and saw a number of album releases. In 1987
Wade received the National Fellowship award from the National Endowment For The Arts.
In 2002 at the age of 95, The Grand Ole Opry in Nashville Tennessee finally realised the rich
heritage on their musical doorstep and invited Wade to perform to an audience that neither knew
who he was or indeed his vast importance where he sang a couple of his old hits from the thirties,
Maple On The Hill and Take Me In Your Lifeboat, receiving a standing ovation from a tearful
auditorium. It is alleged, according to a valued informer, that the announcer was later to quip off air
that the audience had been educated to this elder statesman of country music’s immeasurable
contribution as well as his wonderful talent.
Wade would appear on our television screens in the UK on the BBC 4 documentary Folk America:
Birth of a Nation in 2009, still performing at the age of 102 as indeed he was up until the time of his
death alongside Julia his loving wife whom he married in 1937.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to Trinidad-born
bandleader Edmundo Ros. Born on 7th December 1910 in Port of Spain,
Trinidad, his mother Louisa Urquart a teacher descended from native
Caribs, his father William Hope-Ross, the illegitimate son of a Scottish
Canadian plantation owner. The young Edmundo attended Tranquillity
School where Victorian Christian values were drilled into the children,
which did little to pacify him when his father fled the family home. Soon
flirting with delinquency he found himself locked up in the local police boot
camp for young offenders. It was there that his natural gift for rhythm was
encouraged, taking up the euphonium and percussion.
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Once his mother became involved with a man he loathed and later had a son by him, 17 year old
Edmundo left the family home to study at the Academy Of Music in Caracas, Venezuela where the
myth he so happily perpetrated that he was of Venezuelan heritage gave birth (and this was also
where he dropped an S from his surname).
Playing drums in the city nightclubs, it was in one of these establishments that he was spotted by a
searcher of talent. As a result he was hired to be a timpanist for the Venezuelan Symphony
Orchestra. Acting upon advice, he headed out from the continent of the Americas to study at the
Royal Academy Of Music in London.
He arrived on our shores in June 1937, forced to stay at first in lodgings for colonial students. A tall
handsome young man he was determined to break out of the stranglehold of his environment at the
same time excited and little overwhelmed by the capital city. His very first evening in London was
spent at Soho’s Nest Club, which led to him almost immediately being hired as a drummer to pianist
Don Marino Barreto who specialised in Cuban songs. Work in nearby Mayfair supper clubs and
fashion salons beckoned. The following year he recorded with Barreto and from that he was
recommended to both record and perform with Fats Waller who was on an extensive European tour
at the time.
Soon he would be taking a far more dominant role in his boss's band. Just prior to the outbreak of
WW2 he opened the Embassy Club in Mayfair dressed in the garb that he would be forever
associated with, the ruffle sleeved rumba shirt.
During the war years he divided his time driving ambulances whilst leading his own 16 piece
orchestra at the Coconut Grove Nightclub located at 177 Regent Street W1, later to alternate with
Piccadilly’s Bagatelle Club, where Winston Churchill and Charles De Gaulle hung out together when
able to take time off from running the war effort. A young Princess Elizabeth danced there regularly.
The war years past, his popularity escalated through live radio performances, spending a year long
residency at the London Palladium from 1948 supporting Carmen Miranda. The following year his
recording of The Wedding Samba sold 3 million copies and even entered the charts in the United
States.
1950 would see the accolade of being invited to Windsor Castle by King George VI to perform at a
private party for all the royals. By now Ros had cultivated his cut glass accent for which he became
famous, allegedly the reason behind Queen Elizabeth, later the Queen Mother, stating that
Edmundo was "indeed a true gentleman". On this prestigious date he took along his fiancée, the
Swedish aristocrat Britt Johansen.
1951 would find Ros buying the expiring lease of the Coconut Grove and reopening it as Edmundo
Ros’s Supper and Dance Club, soon to gain a reputation for the super-rich and connected. By all
accounts its door policy became legendary; once, it is claimed, turning away both the actor Peter
O’Toole and King Hussein of Jordan for not being suitably dressed.
Edmundo’s popularity now spreading internationally, he found himself on American television, his
Band performing alongside his counterpart on the other side of the Atlantic, Xavier Cugat, on the
series Broadway Goes Latin. Back home on Blighty TV he became a familiar face on Billy Cotton’s
Band Show, Sunday Night At The London Palladium, along with countless Royal Variety Shows.
In 1965 he and his band performed on BBC Television's Night Of A Thousand Stars which
celebrated the company’s move from their original home at Alexandra Palace, North London to the
purpose built studios at White City on London’s west side.
The sixties would find him living in an art-deco home in Mill Hill with his now wife Britt and two
children Douglas and Luisa, a private collection of classic cars and a Rolls Royce with the number
plate EWR1. When the lease came up for his club he chose not to renew it, preferring to earn his
living through lucrative foreign tours. Soon Britt chose to dance out of his life into the arms of a close
Columbian friend. Selling up his home he bought a luxury apartment next door to his long-time friend
and fellow orchestra leader Victor Silvester. In 1971 he would marry a second time to a lady three
decades his junior. In 1975 he closed his orchestra down in a fit of tantrums over a dispute with the
musician’s union, dispatching all his orchestra sheet music to the bank of England for shredding. He
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announced his retirement from the music business and, with his new wife Susan,
moved to Spain.
Making only spasmodic appearances on stage since, most notably in 1994 at the
Queen Elizabeth Hall on London’s South Bank, sharing the headlining with
another old friend and fellow orchestra leader Stanley Black. At the turn of the
new century he became yet another victim of TV’s long running This Is Your Life
and around the same period of time he received an OBE and was the subject of
a documentary on BBC TV entitled “I sold my Cadillac to Diana Dors”.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to folk
guitarist/singer Bert Jansch who died on 5th October aged 67.
Born 3rd November 1943 in Glasgow, however soon after his parents,
who were of German ancestry, moved to the Scottish capital Edinburgh.
Once out of Ainslie Park secondary school he briefly worked as a
nurseryman whilst hanging out most evenings at Howff folk club,
attempting to emulate the styles of pre-war bluesmen, his hero being Big
Bill Broonzy. Not too much time would elapse before he became the club
caretaker and performed alongside Scottish singer Archie Fisher.
By the dawn of the sixties Bert took the plunge, quitting his day job to turn
professional, no doubt inspired and influenced by the success of Davy
Graham’s breakthrough on the folk circuit with the song that would
became the late legend’s signature tune, Anji, whose songs contrasted
considerably with the traditional folk repertoire of folk musicians.
Soon however, he was off to ply his trade in the European folk bars and city street busking before
finally returning and settling in London.
The year 1965 saw a nicely timed debut album released on the Transatlantic label under the
guidance of producer and folk grandee Bill Leader. The album contained the masterpiece Needle
Of Death, a no frills anti-drugs song composed after a personal friend tripped out one time too many.
The release of his second album in 1966, It Don’t Bother Me, coincided perfectly with a time of
innovation, influence and popularity of folk and folk influenced music, the aforementioned Davy
Graham along with singer Shirley Collins spearheading the movement. Jansch would also be
greatly influenced by a young singer, Anne Briggs, who taught him so many traditional songs, which
shared a place on his third album with his natural bluesy improvised guitar style along with fellow
folk musician John Renbourn. The success of the trio of albums put him on the road nationwide,
selling out prestige venues with ease.
It was Bert who suggested to Renbourn that they form a band together. In
no time at all they had recruited Danny Thompson [bass] and Terry Cox
[percussion] along with Jacqui McShee; together they seemed to create a
much jazzier feel to the mixture of blues based folk sounds. One of folk
music’s most influential creations had been born and given the name
Pentangle. They debuted at London’s Royal Festival Hall which ain’t too bad
for a newly created band.
1967 would prove to be an endless round of relentless touring; the singer
McShee came from Renbourn’s previous outfits, and her truly distinctive
pure voice, often mixing the traditional with modern themes, very much helped to sell their collective
talents to Joe Public.
The success of Pentangle led to fame and fortune undreamt of for previous generations of folk
musicians with chart albums peaking at number 5. Despite being able to keep a solo career afloat
with the release of three solo albums as the sixties gave way to the seventies, the endless rounds
of touring and recording forced him to split up the band in 1973. Retreating to his farm in Wales with
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a problematic drink problem to come to terms with, keeping his head down for a while before
re-emerging in 1974 with a newly released solo album in tow, L.A. Turnaround. Moving back to
London after the collapse of his second marriage, his drinking at crisis level as he rapidly gathered
a reputation for either no-shows or erratic performances.
A return to international touring may have helped him to straighten himself out, in 1979 teaming up
with highly acclaimed multi-instrumentalist Martin Jenkins for a concept album which included an 18
minute title track, Avocet, based on the traditional song The Cuckoo. The five remaining tracks on
the album were also named after birds.
1982 saw Pentangle reforming which proved to be an ill-timed affair as, within couple of years,
Renbourn, Terry Cox and Danny Thompson departed. Replacements were found, but they were
rapidly becoming a nostalgic touring act, which did little for any solo aspirations. Serious illness
brought on by years of alcohol abuse blighted the later years of the eighties for Jansch, finally
convincing him to cast the bottle aside.
Come the nineties Pentangle had become by now Jacqui McShee’s Pentangle which, for a while,
saw Bert on board again, quitting again in 1995 just as the band and his considerable back
catalogue was emerging on CD. His album, When The Circus Comes To Town, was a tribute to the
lady doctor who saved his life. Once again back on the road and back on TV screens on Jools
Holland’s BBC2 roots and adult long running music show Later. Two TV documentaries, Acoustic
Routes and Dreamweaver, no doubt helped to keep the flame burning in to the new century.
In 2001 Bert received a lifetime achievement award at the BBC Radio 2 Folk Awards as, some six
years later, did Pentangle which would see the original line up hitting the road again. Edinburgh
University honoured him with a doctorate in 2007, the same year that he had Beth Orton guest on
his album The Black Swan.
However illness continue to plague his life; heart surgery in 2005, an operation for lung cancer in
2009 forcing the cancellation of a United States tour. However he would make up for that the
following year supporting Neil Young on his Twisted Road US tour. This summer just past he and
the other original members of Pentangle reunited once again at Glastonbury, Cambridge folk festival
and ironically a final gig at London’s Royal Festival Hall where they had debuted some 44 years
earlier.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to country singer
Johnnie Wright one half of duo act Johnnie & Jack and husband of country
legend Kitty Wells, who died on the 27th September aged 97.
Johnnie Robert Wright was born 13th May 1914, east of Nashville, Tennessee
in the small town of Mount Juliet, to a farming family, working the family farm
whilst music remained his abiding passion. By the time he was in his early
twenties he was already singing on local radio, Nashville WSIX, on a regular
basis, Performing alongside his sister Louise and his wife of just a few months
Muriel Deason, whom he would soon suggest should change her name to Kitty
Wells and the rest as they say is history.
In 1938 a chance meeting with Jack Anglin who had been working as a trio with his brothers Jim
and Red. Soon another piece of life’s jigsaw was about to be set in place, particularly after Jack
married Johnnie’s sister Louise. The close knit group would spend the best part of the next five
years broadcasting from various radio stations throughout the south eastern United States.
Intervention by the military in 1943 temporary curtailed whatever plans they may have had, when
Jack found his call up papers waiting for him on the doormat.
Demobbed finally in 1946, they set about rebuilding their careers, back on the radio as a duo,
recording for the first time as Johnnie & Jack for both the King and Apollo labels. A brief time was
spent at Nashville's spiritual home of country music, the Grand Ole Opry, before hotfooting for a
better deal at station KWKH in Shreveport, Louisiana. They participated in the history making first
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ever performance broadcast from the hallowed boards of the legendary
Louisiana Hayride which took place in April 1948.
On recommendation from no less a figure than Chet Atkins, they signed to
RCA Victor around the dawn of the fifties, which blessed them with
placings on the country charts the following year with Poison Love, and
Cryin’ Heart Blues. Tracks heavily influenced by a rumba rhythm
involving maracas must have been quite a diversion in country music
at the time. Similar was to follow with the release of Ashes Of Love, a
self-penned item from the duo, issued without too much fuss at the
time as a B side, it has since become a staple of many bluegrass
bands, a classic of the genre. On the strength of their new success
they were invited back to perform at the Grand Ole Opry, only this time
they did not stray.
The duo would take yet another bolder step come 1954 when they began to adapt songs from the
R&B charts to their own personal stylings, including The Four Knights' (Oh Baby Mine) I Get So
Lonely which amazingly hit the no 1 spot on the country charts, following this success with a
traditional hillbilly harmony, steel guitar and pronounced bass, an adaptation of the Spaniels’ classic
Goodnight Sweetheart. As Rock’n’Roll took over the driving wheel Johnnie & Jack took a back seat,
settling into being Opry regulars, enjoying the spasmodic smallish hit such as 1958’s Stop The
World I Want To Get Off, the following year with the somewhat folksy Sailor Man. Tragedy of a
perverse kind came in 1963 when, driving to a memorial service for country music stars who had
recently perished in an air crash (Patsy Cline, Hawkshaw Hawkins, Cowboy Copas), Jack Anglin
was killed in a horrific road accident.
Johnnie Wright continued on with his own band and hit top spot of the
country charts once again in 1965 with Hello Vietnam. The remainder
of the decade would find Johnnie performing with his wife Kitty Wells
and in the decade that followed they had their own television show.
In 1983 they opened and ran their Family Country Junction museum
in Madison, Tennessee. Settling in to a quiet life of retirement, which
would last for twelve years, they were to tread the boards again only
this time in company of their son Bobby, whom like his sisters Carol,
Sue, and Ruby had tasted minor past success in the country field, the
latter sadly predeceased her father. Finally calling it a day for the last
time when Johnny and Kitty gave their farewell concert in Nashville in 2000.
V
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Tales From The Woods Raises a glass and says farewell to singer/actress
Betty Driver who was coaxed out of retirement in the sixties after a long
career in films, theatre and records stretching back to the 1920s to appear
in television soap opera Coronation Street and ended up staying forty two
years who has died aged 91 on the 15th October.
Born in Preband, Leicester on the 20th May 1920, the elder of two
daughters to Nellie and Frederick Driver, her father was in the trenches in
northern Europe throughout much of the First World War, surviving to serve
as a policeman for the remainder of his working life. Her mother became the
archetypical stage mother once the talents of her daughter were discovered
early in her life, depriving both her and her elder sister Freda of their
childhood. In interviews she would describe, and as recently as this past
summer as a guest on BBC Radio 4’s longest running programme Desert Island Discs, her parents
being totally absent in affection; birthdays were never celebrated and gifts were never given. By all
accounts her mother never wanted children, only showing interest in her daughter when, by chance,
her talent became obvious. At the age of seven the young Elizabeth Mary Driver as her given name
was taken to see a production of the Quaintesques, a revue where men dressed as women, starring
Billy Manders who asked the audience to join him in the chorus. The little girl’s voice stood out so
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much that Manders invited the child on stage to join him in singing the song. Hence unbeknown to
the girl and her stage-struck mother she had given her debut stage performance.
Soon she was being taken off to the city of Manchester to appear in
various talent competitions which she never failed to win. Turning
professional at the tender age of 8, appearing with the Terence Byron
Repertory Theatre Company, and within two years singing for the BBC
whilst touring the length and breadth of the country, aged 12 she was the
star of her own revue. Two years hence now aged 14, she was seen
whilst performing at a London Theatre by Bert Aza who was in agency
business in partnership with Gracie Fields’ husband and this led to her
taking the lead role in Mr Tower Of London, a revival of a show that
nineteen years earlier had put Gracie Fields on the road to fame and
fortune. Approached by George Formby to appear in his new film Boots! Boots!, the sequence she
filmed was cut from the original footage on the insistence of Formby’s wife and boss Beryl as it was
clear that the young Driver outshone her contribution to the film. It has since been released complete
on DVD.
At 16 she was the star of a London West End revue Home And Beauty, quickly followed by Brighton
Follies. Starring in her first movie in 1938, Penny Paradise, and back in the studio in less than a year
to film her second, Let’s Be Famous, which coincided with the outbreak of the Second World War
and the studios were closed down. Betty could have been forgiven for thinking her career was over
just as it was about to really hit the big time.
Returning to the variety theatre, Betty modernised her act with far more
serious songs and parted company with her sister who had been her partner
on stage, starring at the Hippodrome Coventry alongside the Andrew Sisters
before enrolling with ENSA, entertaining the troops at all the major battle
stations in Europe. By now she was rapidly changing into a big band singer,
became a regular on radio in Henry Hall's Guest Night for seven years along
with her own series which was broadcast live from the people’s palace in the
east end of London now known as the preserved Wilton Music Hall entitled
A Date With Betty. Her recording career took off again in the forties after
lying stagnant since the thirties.
As the forties gave way to the fifties Betty worked extensively in Australia along with tours that took
her to Cyprus, Malta and the Middle East. On her return she appeared in numerous Ealing
comedies, on stage in productions such as The Lovebirds, Pillar To Post, What A Racket and, as
the sixties encroached, she could be found playing opposite James Bolam in the sit-com Love On
The Dole. 1964 she auditioned for the part in Coronation Street that would be forever associated
with the actress who took the part, Jean Alexander as Hilda Ogden. Turned down on the grounds
she was too heavy, instead she was cast in the near Coronation Street spin-off Pardon The
Expression. It was whilst making this series she suffered a severe back injury, so much so that she
decided to retire from show-business permanently and run a pub with her sister Freda in Derbyshire.
It lasted just a few years before Coronation Street came a knocking, this time for a part as a bar maid
in the sit-com’s famous watering hole Rovers Return. She would remain in the part for the next forty
two years. Her Lancashire hot-pot that she cooked and served in the story every lunchtime became
almost as famous as the soap opera itself, despite the fact that in real life she was a lousy cook and
never created a hot-pot in her life. Walk into most supermarkets in the UK and amongst the
readymade meals you will find hot-pots bearing her name.
Her biography, simply titled Betty, was published at the turn of the new century. It has been said that
despite her advanced years she still drove herself to the Coronation Street set at 7.30 am each
morning. She was awarded the MBE also in the 1999 honours list. A Lifetime Achievement award
was given to her at the British Soap Opera Awards in 2010. Quoted as saying upon being asked if
she ever thought about retiring she replied, "If I retire I’ll be dead in six months."
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”I make love to Elizabeth Taylor. Catch hell from Richard Burton!”
I Shall Be Free – Bob Dylan
Shortly after Elizabeth Taylor’s death from congestive heart failure, Elton John paid tribute to his
fellow AIDS activist by telling his concert audience that “We have all lost a great friend.”
Elizabeth Taylor was one of the last of the great old Hollywood stars whose career spanned from a
child star under the old Hollywood studio system to speaking the first word of Maggie Simpson (in
which she uttered one word “Daddy”) in the iconic TV cartoon series ‘The Simpsons’. She was also
a great humanitarian who was one of the first celebrities who campaigned and raised awareness
and money for HIV and AIDS among many other causes.
Born on February 27th, 1932 in Hampstead Garden Suburb, her parents, Francis and Sara Taylor,
were Americans living in London. Consequently she had dual citizenship of Britain and the United
States, although she once tried, unsuccessfully, to renounce her U.S. citizenship.
Elizabeth Taylor’s career began as a child actress with MGM, her first
successful film being ‘National Velvet’ in which she starred opposite
Mickey Rooney. She successfully made the transition into an adult
actress beginning with ‘Father of the Bride’ (1950) alongside Spencer
Tracey and also in the sequel ‘Father’s Little Dividend’ (1951). It was,
however, her role in ‘A Place in the Sun’ (1949) with Montgomery Clift
that established her as a serious dramatic actress. Critics at the time
hailed this movie as a classic. After a string of forgettable and
unsatisfying movies, Elizabeth Taylor starred in ‘Giant’ (1956) alongside
Rock Hudson and James Dean.
Elizabeth Taylor was nominated for the Academy Award for Best Actress
for four years in a row for ‘Raintree County’ (1957) opposite Montgomery
Clift, ‘Cat on a Hot Tin Roof’ (1958) opposite Paul Newman, ‘Suddenly
Last Summer’ (1959) again with Montgomery Clift and finally winning for ‘Butterfield 8’ (1960). Her
second Academy Award was for her role of Martha in ‘Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?’ (1966)
opposite her husband Richard Burton.
Following the success of ‘Suddenly Last Summer’, Elizabeth Taylor became one of the top ten most
successful actors at the box office. In 1960 she became the highest paid actor as the first person
to receive $1 million dollars for her role in the infamous movie ‘Cleopatra’. It was during filming of
this movie she met and fell in love with Richard Burton.
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Liz Taylor and Richard Burton also starred together in ‘The V.I.P.s’ (1963),
‘The Sandpiper’ (1965) and ‘The Taming of the Shrew’ (1967). These three
films grossed $200 million dollars at the box office. They went on to make ‘Dr
Faustus’ (1967), ‘The Comedians’ (1967) and ‘Boom’ (1968). ‘Boom’,
however, failed at the box office.
In 1967 Elizabeth Taylor starred alongside Marlon Brando in ‘Reflections in a
Golden Eye’ and then went on to star in ‘Secret Ceremony’ (1968). By the end
of the decade however her career started to decline as evident in the box
office failure of ‘The Only Game in Town’ (1970).
During the 1970s Elizabeth Taylor continued to appear in several movies;
these included ‘Under Milk Wood’ (1972) again with her then husband Richard Burton and also in
the Stephen Sondheim musical ‘A Little Night Music’ (1977).
Elizabeth Taylor’s final theatre film was ‘The Flintstones’ (1994) in which she played Fred
Flintstone’s mother-in-law. She continued to act on television appearing in soap operas such as
‘General Hospital’ and ‘All My Children’.
In 1982 Elizabeth Taylor made her Broadway and West End debut with a revival of Lillian Hellman’s
‘The Little Foxes’. She followed this by appearing in Noel Coward’s ‘Private Lives’ alongside Richard
Burton.
Liz Taylor was as famous for her off-screen antics as her acting in movies. She was married eight
times, including being wed to Richard Burton twice. Burton was undoubtedly the love of her life. At
the time of her remarrying of Burton it was remarked that “she's gone for a Burton again!” Film
director Mike Todd and actor/singer Eddie Fisher were also two of her many husbands. Elizabeth
Taylor became somewhat notorious as both Eddie Fisher and Richard Burton were both already
married prior and during their affairs. Elizabeth Taylor also had numerous affairs including one with
Howard Hughes the industrialist and film maker. Hughes told Taylor’s mother that if Taylor would
consent to marry him then he would build her her very own film studio,
Elizabeth Taylor had two sons, Michael Howard (born 6th January 1953) and Christopher Edward
(27th February 1955) with Michael Wilding (husband number two). She also had a daughter,
Elizabeth Frances "Liza" (born August 6, 1957), with Michael Todd (husband number three). During
her marriage to Eddie Fisher, Taylor started proceedings to adopt a two-year-old girl from Germany,
Maria (born August 1, 1961); the adoption process was finalized in 1964 following their divorce.
Richard Burton later adopted Taylor's daughters Liza and Maria. In 1971 at the age of 39 Liz Taylor
became a grandmother. At the time of her death, she was survived by her four children, ten
grandchildren, and four great-grandchildren.
At the age of 27 Elizabeth Taylor converted from Christian Scientist to Judaism, and was a life-long
supporter of Israel. She stated that her conversion was something she had long considered and was
not related to her marriages. After her conversion to Judaism, Taylor worked for Jewish causes
throughout her life. In 1959, her large-scale purchase of Israeli Bonds caused Arab boycotts of her
films. In 1962, she was barred from entering Egypt to complete ‘Cleopatra’. The Egyptian
government announced that "that Miss Taylor will not be allowed to come to Egypt because she has
adopted the Jewish faith and 'supports Israeli causes.'"
In 1974, Taylor and Richard Burton considered marrying in Israel, but could not because Burton was
not Jewish. Taylor helped to raise money for organizations such as the Jewish National Fund;
advocated the right of Soviet Jews to emigrate to Israel and cancelled a visit to the USSR because
of its condemnation of Israel due to the Six Day War; signed a letter protesting the United Nations
General Assembly Resolution 3379 of 1975; and offered herself as a replacement hostage during
the 1976 Entebbe skyjacking.
Prior to the fashionable adoption of the AIDS cause, where red ribbons were seen at every awards
ceremony ranging from the Oscars to the Country Music Awards, Elizabeth Taylor (due partly to the
death of her great friend and co-star Rock Hudson) raised more than $270 million dollars for
HIV/AIDS charities. She was one of the first celebrities to acknowledge the illness. In 1984 she
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organised and hosted the first fundraiser to benefit the AIDS Project Los Angeles. Elizabeth Taylor
was also co-founder of the American Foundation for AIDS Research. She founded the Elizabeth
Taylor AIDS Foundation (ETAF) in 1993, created to provide critically needed support services for
people with HIV/AIDS. For example, in 2006 Taylor commissioned a 37-foot "Care Van" equipped
with examination tables and X-ray equipment. Also that year, in the wake of Hurricane Katrina, she
donated $40,000 to the NO/AIDS Task Force, a non-profit organization serving the community of
those affected by HIV/AIDS in and around New Orleans.
In 1992 Taylor was honoured with a special Academy Award, the Jean Hersholt Humanitarian
Award, for her HIV/AIDS humanitarian work. Speaking of that work, former President Bill Clinton
said at the time of her death, "Elizabeth's legacy will live on in many people around the world whose
lives will be longer and better because of her work and the on-going efforts of those she inspired”.
Elizabeth Taylor came across as very glamorous, with a great love of jewellery. At
the time of her death, Taylor's jewellery collection was reportedly worth $150
million. Among her collection was the famous 33.19 carat Krupp diamond and also
the 69.42 carat pear shaped Taylor-Burton diamond. Taylor also owned the 50carat (10g) La Peregrina Pearl, purchased by Burton as a Valentine's Day present
in 1969. The pearl was formerly owned by Queen Mary and Burton sought a portrait
of Queen Mary wearing the pearl. Upon the purchase of such a painting, the
Burtons discovered that the British National Portrait Gallery did not have an original
painting of Mary, so they donated the painting to the Gallery.
At the time of Elizabeth Taylor’s death her estate was estimated at $600 million, her wealth mostly
accumulated through her many business interests, such as her perfume and jewellery ranges and
investments in real estate.
Elizabeth Taylor co-starred with several of Hollywood's gay and bisexual male actors, including
Rock Hudson, Montgomery Clift and James Dean. Taylor became very close and long term friends
with them. She was an extremely loyal friend; arriving at the scene of Montgomery Clift’s near fatal
car crash where she physically lifted his tongue which had been pierced by a tooth. Elizabeth Taylor
also publicly stated that she had embraced Rock Hudson, because “he needed a cuddle”. She was
also a great friend to Michael Jackson who she stood by during his trials and other troubles. Jackson
hosted Elizabeth Taylor’s eighth marriage to Larry Fortensky (who she had met whilst at the Betty
Ford Clinic) at his Neverland estate.
Elizabeth Taylor had her fair share of demons in her life and was treated on two occasions at the
Betty Ford Clinic for prescription drug and alcohol addiction. Taylor suffered from numerous health
problems during her life. She was hospitalised more than 70 times and had 20 major operations.
This included the removal of a benign brain tumour and she also broke her back on five occasions.
In November 2004 Taylor was diagnosed with congestive heart failure. In 2009 she was operated
on to repair a leaky valve. In February 2011 new symptoms appeared and Taylor was again
hospitalised. This turned out to be her final stay as she succumbed
to the illness on the 23rd March 2011. She was 79 years of age.
Elizabeth Taylor was buried at Forest Lawn Memorial Park.
Elizabeth Taylor was without a doubt one of the greatest beauties
of the twentieth century. Her private life often eclipsed her talent
as both an actress and humanitarian. It cannot however be denied
that her charitable work helped a great number of people at a time
when governments were ignoring the plight of HIV/AIDS sufferers
amongst others. Throughout her life she continued to take a stand
when she felt that some injustice in the world was taking place. For
example, in 2003, Taylor refused to attend the Academy Awards
Ceremony due to America’s involvement in the Iraq war. Elizabeth
Taylor was a unique and truly a remarkable person who will be
sorely missed.
Chris DeBruin
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major/Chuck N. Baker (USA) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1. Billy Grammer, a singer, guitarist and Nashville session musician whose 1958 hit “Gotta Travel
On” hit the top of the charts and led to a long career on the Grand Ole Opry died 10 August 2011 of
natural causes in his home state of Illinois. Grammer, who suffered a heart attack earlier this year,
was 85. (Released UK 1958 on London HLU 8752, 45rpm and 78rpm. Followed by “Bonaparte’s
Retreat” Felsted AF 121 in 1959 and others including an EP in 1959…Ken). Source: L.A. Times,
11.8.2011
2. “Why Digital Downloading Is Overrated” argues the virtues of CDs and vinyl, stating that
musicians at least earn from legal CD sales, plus: “I enjoy having a copy of the music I can hold in
my arms as opposed to the digital booklet I can only admire from a digital portal. People can
download all the neat little songs they want but when Armageddon comes and crashes all their hard
drives, I’ll be in the underground bunker with all my collected CDs, tapes and vinyl, waiting for the
end with all my tunes that will be around like cockroaches for all time” Source: A. J. Shugar, Reno
Best Bets, 24.3.2011
3. “Who Killed Davey Moore” voted best sports song ever, so says “Sports Illustrated”, with the “All
Music Guide” calling it one of Bob Dylan’s worst songs. Moore was decked by Sugar Ramos and hit
a rope causing an injured brain stem, and a statue has been made in his Dayton home town, but
$30,000 is still required to bronze it. Dylan told Rolling Stone that boxing was his favourite exercise
and according to Los Angeles magazine owns a secret fight club beneath a Santa Monica coffee
shop. He makes reference to boxing in several songs. Source: Jerome Crowe, L.A Times, 18.7.2011
4. Warwick Stone has been the Hard Rock brand memorabilia curator since Morton and Tigrett
opened the first U.S. Café in Los Angeles in 1982. Hard Rock Café was named after the first side
of the Doors’ “Morrison Hotel” album, which was a bar in Los Angeles. Stone attended his first
Sotheby’s auction in 1986 winning Pete Townsend’s 1975 Gibson Les Paul for $1100, now worth
$40,000 and is the signage for the two Hard Rock Café’s in Las Vegas. A popular exhibit is the
Union Jack dress worn by Geri Halliwell, and Elvis’ jumpsuit. Source: Amanda Finnegan , Las
Vegas Sun 3.7.2011
5. Ronald Kerris of Las Vegas used to collect Beanie Babies, but now collects baseball
paraphernalia since 1997, owning about 9000 baseball cards from 1959 to 1991 including players
such as Ted Williams, and Orel Hershiser, plus dozens of All Star/or World Series baseballs, each
signed by a single player. His most prized is one signed by Mickey Mantle who signed it two months
before his death on 13.8.95. Kerris delayed a holiday so his wife Jo Ann could stand in line and meet
the baseball legend. Baseballs signed by Mantle can fetch $350 to $1200. Source: Ian Summerlin,
South View, 7.6.2011
6. “Please Mr. Postman” was a former blues song, and the first chart topper for Motown by the
Marvelettes who were 5 students at Detroit’s Inkster High School. Georgia Dobbins reworked the
song and co-writers included Baterman and Holland. Recorded by The Beatles, but it was the
Carpenters who hauled it to No. 1 in 1975. Group member Gladys Horton was 15 in 1961, and
remained with the group until the late 1960s when she left to care for her disabled son Sammie who
has cerebral palsy. Gladys died in January 2011 age 65. Source: Richard Cromelin. Los Angeles
Times, 28.1.2011
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7. Two tabloid columns review the new Buddy Holly album “Rave On Buddy Holly”. Released
June 28th in anticipation of what would have been Holly’s 75th birthday on September 7th. Oddly
no label or CD number supplied. Co-producers Randall Poster and Gelya Robb persuaded Paul
McCartney, Nick Lowe, Lou Reed, Patty Smith, John Doe, & others to take part. Poster worked
for Scorsese as his film music supervisor, with George Lucas’ “American Graffiti” the Holly
influence. Robb’s Holly influence was the song “American Pie” Source: Randy Lewis, Los
Angeles Times, 28.6.2011
8. A review of Bob Reisman’s Big Bill Broonzy book “I Feel So Good”, which critics note includes
many personal assumptions. Broonzy was swindled by impresario Lester Melrose whose brother
Walter had robbed Jelly Roll Morton. Author and music lover Studs Terkel championed Broonzy
and featured him regularly on his TV shows, interviewed him in depth with a recording released
in 1961. Loses to Robert Johnson in popularity, worked as a college caretaker and died in 1958
before the so called blues and RnB revival. Source: Howard Reich, Los Angeles Times, 27.5.2011
9. “In a bow to England the after party menu reflected British fare with a twist, including miniature
shepherd’s pie, banger sausage tator tots with smoked ketchup, and English pea soup shooters
with mint Crème fraiche”. This peculiar menu was offered at a party after Sir Paul McCartney
thanked the cast and crew of “Love” show at the Mirage casino. “They’re like fish and chips the
food of the nation” said Matt Goss about The Beatles. Wrapped up in newspaper of course…
(Ken). Guy Laliberte had approached George Harrison about his idea for the show. Source: Las
Vegas Review-Journal 10.6.2011
10. A full page about The Ed Sullivan Show 1948 – 1971. Famously remembered for
broadcasting Elvis, the Beatles and the Rolling Stones, it also enabled the appearance of many
black artists who Sullivan saw in Harlem clubs when he worked for the New York Daily News.
Pigmeat Markham, Pearl Bailey and Moms Mabley included. Great show photo of Sam Cooke.
Mocked by the media for his wooden manner and infamous for his gaffs – Jose Feliciano “not
only blind he’s also Puerto Rican, ” and asked if his guide dog did any tricks. Source: Gerald
Nachman, Los Angeles Times, 4.7.2011
11. Charles Kaman born 1919 won a music contest with the prize to sit in with Tommy Dorsey.
Refusing a permanent place in the band he continued studies in aerospace engineering. In 1943
he was head of United Aircraft’s Hamilton Standard Propeller Corp. and later started up Kaman
Aircraft. In 1960 he diversified into guitar manufacturing starting up Ovation using hi tech
materials, e.g. glass fibre. In 2008 Fender purchased the company for $117m and last year
introduced the iDea, the first guitar to include a built in MP3 recorder. Source: Tom Huntington,
Invention & Technology, Summer 2009
12. The Vintage Auctions page reviewed J. Cash’s performance at San Quentin State Prison
23.2.1969. California’s oldest maximum security penitentiary, and was filmed by Granada TV.
Cash had originally played there on 1.1.58. Martin D-28 guitar used on stage during the 1980s
inscribed by Cash with the first 4 lines of “I Walk The Line”, sold $50k. Passport used 1968 to
1973 sold $21875.00. San Quentin poster created by prison officials and posted within the prison
13x10 ins., sold $20k. San Quentin rehearsal jumpsuit, sold $50k. Source: Rosemary McKittrick,
Today’s Vintage, April 2011
13. Attempting to describe his feelings for great pop tunes, a full page includes “David came
tearing upstairs, wild eyed, and screamed for me to come and listen to what was on the radio, it’s
insane he screamed. It’s TOTALLY COOL! It was both. It was Jerry Lee Lewis belting out “A
Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On”. He wasn’t just playing the piano he was nuking it. Much later I
heard he actually set his instrument on fire near the end of a performance, and that seemed
perfectly natural to me, because the song made me feel I was burning”. Source: Stephen King,
Entertainment Weekly 10.1.2010
Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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Good Insult Guide
A number of you have asked me who it is politically correct to insult or, indeed, comment on the
presence of, as a result of a number of us who have made social gaffes from not having that
knowledge.
So I asked a representative sample of 100 English people what social groupings they felt
comfortable being rude to, or about, together with their reasoning. I have divided them into three
groups – Insult with Impunity Whenever You Like, Amber Light, Be a Bit Careful, and a third, Red
Light list where today’s social mores suggest you should never insult them, comment on their
presence in person or on television, and avoid mentioning them at all in less than adulatory terms.
1. Insult at will:
Very Tall People. (This means very tall people who aren’t wide, think Dave Travis or Peter Crouch.
Tall and wide people, like Sleepy La Beef or King Size Taylor might hit you).
Scottish people (See, I have started insulting them already, since they should be
described as “Scots” rather than “Scottish”, but since they are using our money
to educate their children for free so they can go about in the future inventing
things like television and rubber tyres and building things like the Forth Bridge
and Carnegie Hall), also see Red Light list.
People who are proud of their lawns (think Charles Dale).
Australians (they can give as good as they get)
People with beards (most are docile, but watch out
for Brian Blessed)
White South Africans (for their past misdemeanours)
Bankers (they have ruined our economy and give themselves big
bonuses)
Lawyers and Dentists (because their median income is ten times the
national average)
Christians, particularly Anglicans (most turn the other cheek)
People from Southend (it’s our own fault – we supplied the only contestant on University Challenge
to wear a Mohawk haircut, and Jamie Oliver said on TV that he was proud of being from Southend
and driving a Fiesta with a straight through exhaust)
The comfortable Middle Classes.
South Americans (they speak Spanish or Portuguese and don’t know they are being insulted)
Old people (what they gonna do, hit you with their walking sticks?)
Vegetarians (lack of meat makes them weak).
Racists (or anyone you perceive as a racist from the high moral ground on
which you are standing)
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2. Be a bit careful when insulting the following:
Jews (they’re mainly rich and can therefore take it, but don’t mention Zyklon B.)
Other people with large noses (some are sensitive, others are used to it, some, like
Cyrano de Bergerac, and Pinocchio, are unaware of it).
Fat people (some lumps of lard have quite a turn of speed when roused)
Russians (some are armed), Bulgarians, Latvians, Romanians, Poles, and many
other eastern Europeans but not Serbs, Albanians or Kosavans.
People with one leg (particularly if they lost the other leg in a motor cycle accident,
and are still members of a gang).
The Chinese (they are clever, and don’t care what you think)
Deaf people (they regularly get the wrong end of the stick, but it’s OK if they are facing away from
you).
3. Insult only if you no longer have the wish to live.
Albanians and Serbs (they are all armed)
Scottish people in traditional dress (particularly if they’ve had a Salvador
(Glaswegian rhyming slang) or eight pints of heavy, that knife in their sock is called
a skean dhu)
Arabs (some explode)
Quadriplegics
Gays (the gay people don’t care, but their right-on supporters who get angry on
their behalf have a lynch mob mentality)
World War 2 veterans (suggesting we might have been better off if Hitler had won
is the insult of choice, if you really must).
Asians (by this I mean the UK version of Asian i.e. from the Indian sub-continent, rather than the
US version, which means Chinese).
People with tattoos, particularly those with mis-spelled tats (many
regard Kentucky Fried rat as a delicacy, consumed in front of X
Factor).
Gypsies (although it is OK to insult others who are not gypsies by
calling them Pikeys or Diddycoys).
Black people (see Gays).
The Irish (particularly if you mention the potato famine, and ask if
they hate the Brits so much, why have a million decided to live over
here?)
Irish Americans (more than 50 million Americans of 300 million claim Irish ancestry, and have no
understanding of world history. Or geography).
Kosavans (this is now shorthand for thieving, lying Chav with poor English and a leather jacket)

Based on an original idea by Nick Cobban, for which thanks.
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Weep no more my baby… here comes a CD that
proves if needed that chickies can rock and
challenge with the best male duck tailed cats. Brenda
Lee being, among the Queens of Rock’n’Roll,
probably the one who had the longest recording
career is too often seen like a “pop” or “lounge”
singer. You have to remember when Little Miss
Dynamite came to Nashville on July 30, 1956 it was
to rock the Hank Williams’ classic “Jambalaya” and
to give a hiccupping try to Don Woody’s “Bigelow
6-200” with the support of Grady Martin (gtr), Otis
Loren “Jack” Shook (gtr), Hank’s partner Don Helm
(steel gtr), Bob Moore (bs), Farris Coursey (dms) and
Owen Bradley (pno). How could that little girl born
Brenda Mae Tarpley near Atlanta, Georgia on
December 11, 1944 work so well and growl like a full
grown woman? Maybe ‘cause she started with radio appearances in Atlanta before making her
debut on WAGA-TV’s show “TV Ranch” in the fall of 1952 with “Hey, Good Lookin’” armed with the
booming power of Mahalia Jackson and the hillbilly soul of Hank Williams. Maybe ‘cause she
worked the same year with Faron Young and many others until she joined on August 27, 1954 “The
Peach Blossom Special” show on WRDW-TV in Augusta. Georgia working with Peanuts Faircloth,
Jerry Reed and Red Foley.
Brenda Lee joined “Decca” on May 21, 1956 after Red Foley had pressured his label to sign her.
She would have to challenge with young rockin’ whirlwinds Wanda Jackson and Janis Martin but
also older artists who could adjust quickly to the new sound like Jean Chapel, Rose Maddox or
Charline Arthur. The first session held in Nashville lasted two days and produced two Christmas
songs, a cover of “Your Cheatin’ Heart”, a teenage weeper “Some People” and “Doodle Bug Rag”
that stayed unissued then (included on this new CD) but also “Jambalaya” and “Bigelow 6-200” both
songs being issued on September 17, 1956 on Decca 30050. “Bigelow 6-200” is a real wonder that
carries all the ingredients of the best boppin’ rockabilly waxing even if sung by an 11 year old
performer. Stunning!
Brenda made her first trip to New York for her performance on The Perry Como TV Show on
October 27, 1957 (she was back on Nov 17, 1956) and another one on January 3, 1957 for a
session set at The Pythian Temple with Al Ciaola (gtr) and Sam “The Man” Taylor (sax). That
session produced “One Step At A Time”, a very nice rockin’ song issued on Decca 30198 that
entered the Billboard charts on March 27, 1957 being her third release. In April 12, 1957, Brenda
was back at the Bradley Film & Recording studio in Nashville with the same crew as in July 1956
but with the addition of Hank “Sugarfoot” Garland (gtr), Andy Goodrich (sax) and the Anita Kerr
singers. That session brought us the superb “Dynamite” issued with the gentle movin’ “Love You Till
I Die” on Decca 30333 and the bluesy Ray Charles’ “Ain’t That Love” issued with “One Teenager To
Another” on Decca 30411. Those four songs are included on the CD. Not surprising to see Brenda
Lee covering Ray Charles and Fats Domino’s songs ‘cause she always loved their songs.
“Dynamite”, a superb slice of Rock’n’Roll, spent seven weeks in the charts but only reached the
72nd position in the Hot 100.
On November 29, 1957, Brenda cut one of her best songs from the pen of Mel Tillis and Wayne
Walker “Rock The Bop”. The work of Boots Randolph on sax is stunning on that one and on “Rock
A Bye Baby Blues” cut at the same session. Both songs were issued on Decca 30535 making that
wax a nice rockin’ single. Brenda had known Boots from his days in Evansville, Indiana, even before
James “Spider” Rich, himself a guitarist and Dave Rich’s brother, brought him to Nashville for
session work. In May 1958, several sessions with the same gang and the addition of The
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Jordanaires and Floyd Cramer (pno) brought us the boppin’ “Ring-A-My-Phone” and the raucous
“Little Jonah (Rock On Your Steel Guitar)” with Gene Emmons on steel guitar. Gene Emmons was
a veteran of Little Jimmy Dickens and Ernest Tubb’s bands and knew how to rock those strings.
Both songs were issued back to back on Decca 30673 while “My Baby Likes Western Guys”, a
ballad written by Jackie DeShannon, was issued only on LP. Through the years, Brenda would
record and chart with more of Jackie’s songs.
Next session held on October 19, 1958 produced the all-time classic “Rockin’ Around the Christmas
Tree”, the fast paced oldie from 1902 “Bill Bailey, Won’t You Please Come Home”, a ballad from
Buck Ram’s pen already recorded by The Flairs “Heading Home”, “Hummin’ The Blues Over You”
and the stunning “Let’s Jump The Broomstick”, one of the best rockers cut by Brenda. Father don’t
like it, Mother don’t like it but … I sure like that song! Those five songs are here as well as Brenda’s
rare recording of “The Stroll” cut in January 4, 1959. Superb side with Jack Gregory on sax issued
in France with “Baby Face” on Brunswick records but not in USA. Later the same month were cut
the bright “Baby Face”, a 1926 song made popular by Little Richard in 1958, and “Just Because”
borrowed from The Shelton Brothers but already cut by Elvis Presley and The Collins Kid. The voice
is perfect and both songs rock.
On August 13, 1959, Brenda cut her classic Ronnie Self song “Sweet Nothin’s” that opens the CD.
From the same session came “(If I’m Dreaming) Just Let Me Dream”, a ballad, and “Weep No More
My Baby” that move along gently. The following year were recorded the rockin’ stringed “That’s All
You Gotta Do” written by Jerry Reed, “Just A Little” and “Crazy Talk”… everything is well sung but
suffers from “pop-ish” production. More interesting are “When My Dreamboat Comes Home” cut in
August 31, 1960, “Kansas City”, “Talkin’ ‘Bout You” and “Dum Dum” from May 1961. “Here Comes
That Feeling”, from Dorsey Burnette and Joe Osborn, “Anybody But Me”, from Ronnie Self and Dub
Albritten (Brenda’s manager) and “Let The Four Winds Blow”, borrowed from Fats Domino, are
welcome surprises for the time. “Dum Dum” and “Here Comes That Feeling” charted in UK. In
February 1962, the members of MOA voted Brenda Lee and Connie Francis best Juke Box artist for
the year ahead of Elvis. When it comes to the songs she hit the third place with “Fool #1” and Patsy
Cline’s “Fall To Pieces”.
This CD with a grand total of 36 tracks closes with two songs recorded in
London, on September 17, 1964, with Jimmy Page and Big Jim Sullivan
on guitars: “What’d I Say”, never released in USA, and “Is It True”. Brenda
worked with Gene Vincent in the UK from March 31, 1962 to April 16, 1962
under the banner “The King and Queen Of Rock”. The New Musical
Express splashed the headline “Brenda, Gene Take You Back To The Wild
Days of Rock!” Brenda usually sang on stage “Dum Dum”, “Sweet
Nothin’s” and “Kansas City”. She remembers Gene as one of the wildest
showmen in rock history and says the only way the show promoter could
keep him in line was to take his leg brace away. Hey Brenda, I will sure
love you till I die for such great memories.
And because it’s on Bear Family, it comes with a beautiful, picture-filled
booklet some being in colour, and very interesting notes from Brenda Lee
interviews conducted specifically for this project. Some pictures are from
her Olympia performance in Paris where Brenda opened on February 18, 1959 with Gilbert Becaud.
She spent 8 weeks in Paris and that success led to a date in England where she appeared on “Oh
Boy” on April 4, 1959 in order to replace Tommy Steele. She sang “Bill Bailey, Won’t You Please
Come Home” and “Hummin’ The Blues” before flyin’ to Milan, Italy, the next day. She also played in
Germany… 52 years later from that very same country came one of the best selections of Brenda’s
rockin’ songs you could find. Little Brenda Lee was one of the greatest female rockers ever and this
CD is a welcome one even if you already have a large part of the song selection. You can’t dig Laura
Lee Perkins, Margaret Lewis, Barbara Pittman, Lorrie Collins or Patsy Cline and forget about this
Rockabilly Queen!
Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES
July 21, 2011
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The gates opened at 10.30 am and, not knowing what to expect, we headed for the venue quite
early, but there wasn’t much going on so we headed for downtown Greenville and its couple of river
casinos to pass the time. The music was scheduled to start at 12.00 so we returned there just after
that. After we parked the car we noticed around us that, from every car that was arriving, the folk
were unloading their ice boxes full of beer, their fold up picnic seats and sun umbrellas, while all we
had were a couple of towels and a bottle of water each. It was also very hot about 90° with no shelter
from the sun.
Luckily for us, once you had paid you were free to come and go as you please, even with the car.
So as all the early performers were virtually unknown or acoustic we decided to drive out to a
close-by Shoney’s Restaurant for a bite of lunch and also to stock up on water at the large
supermarket next door. When we were in the shop we noticed they were selling fold up chairs for
just $9.99. Jane quickly grabbed one to buy.
“What’s the good of that? We can’t take it home with us” I boldly said.
“Who cares? If you think I’m sitting on the ground all afternoon you’re dafter then you look,” was the
answer I received.
I was a brave boy and soldiered on with just a towel. We returned to the gig and found a nice spot
fairly near the stage, fitting in with the crowd, 97% black. Now she had her chair I was feeling more
confident that I would not have to do a 42 mile round trip ferrying her to our hotel when she got fed
up, which if had to be done would have to be done soon before the top five artists came on. But
bless her she lasted until almost the end.

Mickey Rodgers &
Barbara Looney

Mickey Rodgers and his soul band were playing when we returned.
Mickey had been taught to play the guitar by Hubert Sumlin and had
performed on stage in the UK with The Rolling Stones back in 1964. He
was joined on stage first by Rickie “Sholo” Johnson, a local singer from
Leland and a regular performer at the Heritage festival. He sang two
numbers “Starting Point” and Marvin Gaye’s “Let’s Get It On”. A local
Greenville lady now residing in Texas, Barbara Looney, followed him
singing “Shake Rattle & Roll”, Betty Wright’s “Tonight is the Night” and a
fantastic ballad “So Cold In My Bed” She modelled herself on Ko Ko
Taylor and had the voice to prove it.

Patrice Moncell was next on, listed as a jazz and gospel singer on the
Internet; sadly she was only allocated 30 minutes, so only had time for three numbers including “Joy
& Pain” and “Stormy Monday”.
Next up was white pianist Victor Wainwright who looks a bit like Dr.
John. Time for me to have a wander round looking at T-Shirts, food stalls
etc. He was also only allocated 30 minutes, and he sounded all right from
a distance. Jerry Lee fans would have loved him.
Still only 4.45pm and daylight; the young up and coming Grady
Champion was next. This Shanachie recording artist mainly sang his
own penned numbers but also Hendrix’s “Hey Joe” and especially for
Dave Carroll who was way down south in New Orleans “Sweet Home
Chicago”.

Grady Champion

While all this was going on the early performers were doing their thing
again on a smaller stage at another part of the field with a much smaller band of supporters, I
counted 20, but it was still quite early. As the evening closed in the fans started coming in thick and
thin. A couple who sat next to us had a spare chair and asked if I would like to use it, they must have
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taken pity on me as my backside and knees were now
beginning to hurt and as the crowds got thicker moving
around the field was getting harder. This was music to my
ears like a good day at the bookies.
“Yes please, yes please, thank you thank you.” What a
great couple, I thought; pity they were smoking cigars or
whatever it was.
Back to the main stage with next on the one and only
The Crowd
“Queen Of Beal” Ruby Wilson. I last saw her at BB King’s
Keeps Growing
Club in 1994 moving about
the stage, rocking the night
away, but I was taken aback to see her being helped on stage
holding a Zimmer frame. I had read that she had had a MILD stroke
but she explained it had been far from being mild and that she had
been on death’s doorstep for four months in a Jackson hospital.

Ruby Wilson
with her son

Choosing to stand and sing I thought was very courageous of her,
after all her troubles. Her voice was still in great form starting with
“Let The Good Times Roll” and following on with several other
numbers including “The Thrill Is Gone”, “Respect Yourself”, Johnny
Taylor’s “Last Two Dollars”, “Sitting on the Dock Of The Bay” (well
somebody had to sing it), finishing with an appropriate number
“Thank You For Letting Me Be Myself”. There was also a version of
“What You Won’t Do For Love” sung by her son. Ruby was pleading
with the folk to buy her CD to help pay for her medication; I may
have bought one if I had found where they were selling them.

It was now dusk and the crowds were still pouring in. It was now time for J
Blackfoot who I last saw in 2009 at Porretta. When he came on the stage I
sensed that this was not the same guy that my brother and Dave Thomas couldn’t
stop raving about, as he seemed a lot calmer and started singing sitting down
instead of moving about the stage. He then told us that he too was getting over a
stroke and that he had been diagnosed with cancer, all within the last year.
His numbers included “In My Bedroom” and “I’m Just A Fool For You”. He wanted
to sing The Soul Children’s number “The Sweeter He Is” but his female singer who
was to join him on stage and sing the high notes had taken ill, so it was “Hearsay”
Blackfoot with
instead. Willie Clayton joined him on stage to sing “I Love You Dear Lord” then he JWillie
Clayton
closed with “Taxi” (what else?)
The next on was the old soldier Bobby “Blue” Bland singing his way through a lot of his old
favourites including “There Ain’t Nothin’ I Can Do”, “Further Up The Road” and “Every Day I Have
The Blues” ending with “Members Only”. He too was sitting all the time; still at 81 it’s no surprise but
next to him was his band conductor wearing a neck support. I was beginning to think that this was
especially for performers convalescing. Still I was enjoying it and so were most of the women, all
very drunk dancing around shaking their fat bums.
It was now packed, dark and although it was still only nine o’clock it seem a lot later. I just wanted
Willie to come on so I could get to bed. But we had to put up with Bobby Rush first. Personally I
find him very boring. It’s good to see the fat woman’s bum dance but you need to be near the front
to appreciate it, his singing is repetitive and his act is crude, never the less all the women loved it,
except my wife “He’s a dirty old man” were her words. Well he is 76 years old so she’s probably
right.
At last the long awaited Willie Clayton came on, starting with tributes to Tyrone Davis and Johnny
Taylor “If I Could Turn Back The Hands Of Time” and “Party Like We Used To Do” then several
numbers from his new CD which seem to drag on and he started time wasting, singing the same
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lines over and over again and crowd participation on “Unconditional Love”,
“Something that I Feel?”, “Baby What You Want Me To Do”.
The folk next to us were ready to go and wanted their chair back so we
gave them the one we bought as well. They started chatting to us and,
when they found out we were English, said they knew we were different
because we talk funny. They were the ones talking funny; he said to me
what sounded like other was best man at somebody’s wedding. But he
was actually saying that his brother was in Afghanistan.
As Jane had now lost her chair we decided it was time to leave as Willie
was just coming to an end singing “Three People”.
What happened next was unbelievable. Jane had just commented about
all the rubbish laying around, stepped on a beer can, fell over and hurt her
Willie Clayton
leg. We struggled back to the car and took nearly an hour to get out of the
car park. Apart from that final incident a great time was had by all and we
saw how friendly and helpful the local people were.
This was a festival mainly supported and sponsored by local Mississippians with a few outsiders,
Germans, Swiss, Israelis and as for Brits, I think we were the only ones.
Words and pictures by Rod Jolliffe

CD REVIEWS
Hi there, Kats and Kittens. It’s Boppin’ Brian (a.k.a. Hard Rock Bunter,
a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at some recent rockin’ CD releases

Lots of great stuff has hit the racks lately, and yours truly
has truly feasted on the following; best known as lead
guitarist with Marty Stuart's Fabulous Superlatives,
"Cousin" Kenny Vaughan has just released a first solo
collection on Sugarhill SUGCD 4071 and imaginatively
titled "Kenny Vaughan". Guess what, the (usually) pokerfaced, bespectacled and be-hatted one has the Fab
Superlatives in attendance ("Apostle" Paul Martin on bass
and "Handsome" Harry Stinson on drums) and their boss
lends a helping hand on rhythm guitar and backing vocals.
There's great music throughout with a little variety within the CD, and nowhere is this better
demonstrated than with the three instrumentals; "Wagon Ride" is an easy-going shuffle, "Minuit Sur
La Plage" bears an exotic feel, while "Mysterium" is a gently-swinging,
bossa nova-type piece, the kind of sound that would adorn a James Bond
movie soundtrack.
The opener "Country Music Got A Hold On Me" and "Stay Outta My
Dreams" are quality up-tempo country, "Hot Like That" bears a westernswing feel, "Lillie Mae" is, shall we say, country-funk, "Okolona,
Tennessee" has a bluesy, swampy feel to it, "Don't Leave Home Without
Jesus" is a pretty decent blues shuffle, and lastly "The Things I Do" is an
easy-rockin' opus that reminds me of the song "Don't You Lie To Me". A
good CD all in all and essential if, like me, you're a Marty Stuart fan.
Also well worth checking out is a new collection on 429 Records, “Dedicated” (FTN 17832) by Steve
Cropper where he pays tribute to the legendary vocal group the Five Royales, and in particular to
their guitarist who Cropper has cited as his main inspiration on the instrument, Lowman Pauling.
Joining the equally legendary axeman from Booker T's MGs are a host of famous friends who
generally rise to the occasion in terms of form.
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I'm not usually a great fan of Lucinda Williams but she does well on "When I
Get Like This" and on "Dedicated To The One I Love" in which she
duets with Dan Penn, who himself turns in a fine effort on "Someone
Made You For Me". Standouts for me are Steve Winwood guesting
on the sprightly opener "Thirty Second Lover", Sharon Jones on the
busy-tempoed "Messin' Up", Bettye Lavette on "Say It" and in duet with
Willie Jones on "Don't Be Ashamed", Delbert McClinton on "Right
Around The Corner" and Buddy Miller with "The Slummer The Slum".
Nice to see the evergreen B.B. King alongside Shemekia Copeland
on the Royales' first major R&B hit "Baby Don't Do It", Queen
guitarist Brian May sings (!) "I Do", John Popper (who?) offers "My
Sugar Sugar" while Sharon Jones and Dylan Leblanc give a jaunty
reading of "Come On and Save Me". Steve himself is featured on two instrumentals, both excellently
handled, and they are the classic "Think", and "Help Me Somebody".
New from Stompertime is a collection generous in content (34 tracks) and in running
time (76 minutes) and it's the collected works of Delbert Barker, best known to
rockabillies through his classic King recording of 1956, "No Good Robin Hood", on a
release entitled "Kentucky Hillbilly Rockabilly Man" (STCD 28) (also reviewed by
John Howard in this issue - H)
Stompertime head honcho Dave Travis, in his excellent booklet notes, informs us that Delbert
recorded covers of current country/Rock’n’Roll hits for a variety of budget-line labels in the States,
in the early to mid '50s (a sort of American equivalent of labels like Embassy, Cannon and Top Six).
You will therefore hear faithful copies of, for instance, "Blue Suede Shoes", "Heartbreak Hotel", "So
Doggone Lonesome", "Blackberry Boogie", "I Just Don't Like This Kind Of Living", "Why Baby Why",
"Hearts Of Stone", "Hey Joe", "Bimbo", plus many Hank Williams songs beautifully rendered. "Jug
Band Jump" is a nice bopper that should see a degree of popularity with dancers in the record hops
in future.
Also on Stompertime is a new Sonny Burgess collection, the 28-track, 71-minute
"Everybody's Rocking Again" (STCD 27), (also reviewed by John Howard in this
issue - H) the core of which are the contents from a session recorded in London in April
1985 with Dave Travis and bassist Terry Nicholson, drummer Howard Tibble, Dave
Taylor on piano, and Martin Winning on tenor sax and released the year following the
Rockhouse album "Raw Deal" (there's a fine version of the title track, best known by
Junior Thompson). Further tracks emanate from a session whose content came to be referred to as
the "Flood Tapes". Why so called? Buy the CD and read Dave T's booklet note to find out.

47

As enjoyed by Hardrock Bunter

The 47th Hemsby Rock And Roll Weekender, held between October 7th-10th, featured the usual
interesting mix of worldwide rockin' acts, some of whom I got to see; I didn't get to the Seacroft
Holiday Park until the Friday, but I was told that the acts who greeted the early birds arriving on
Thursday, all performed strong, well-received sets; Dynamite Horton, the Rhythm River Trio and
Rudy La Crioux and the All-Stars entertained in the smaller Harlequin ballroom that evening.
I arrived on Friday too late to witness a headlining set for red-hot American guitarist/singer Chris
Casello, which by all accounts was tremendous, and by English band Knocksville; attending the
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press reception/meet and greet session prevented me from sampling Mike
Bell and the Belltones' wares, but I was ready, willing and able to check out
the first "legend" to tread the Hemsby boards for this 47th shindig, none other
than Johnny Powers, again with Chris Casello who did his usual superb job
of directing the backing band (the Hemsby Houseband in fact, with Clive
Osbourne on tenor, Ricky McCann on drums and I think Mark Spreckly on
bass), who gave a gutsy, animated performance belying his 72 years.
Following Chris's opening salvo via Link Wray's
"Rawhide", Johnny took the stage to deliver regular
Chris Casello
favourites such as "Rock Rock", "Honey Let's Go To A
© Paul Harris
Rock and Roll Show", "New Spark For An Old Flame", his
Sun-minted "With Your Love, With Your Kiss" and "Be Mine All Mine" (which
merged into "Be Bop A Lula" later on), Elvis's "Trouble" and "Treat Me Nice",
"Mean Mistreater", "Me and My Rhythm Guitar" (the core riff of which was
pinched, according to Johnny, by the Stray Cats for their "Stray Cat Strut"),
"Mama Rock", "You Win Again", "Rocker Billy", "Lonely All The Time", "I Was
There When It Happened" (not the Johnny Cash song), a sensitive "Have I Told
You Lately That I Love You", "Treat Me Right" and two potent versions of his
calling-card, "Long Blond Hair", one of which was a later encore.

Johnny Powers
© Paul Harris

Following on was the former Bobby Brooks Hamilton, now
known as Bobby Brooks Wilson, to emphasise the fact that
he's the eldest son of all-time great Jackie Wilson; Bobby won
over a Rhythm Riot crowd last year with the same fancy footwork
his father utilised, and the same playing-to-the-ladies
showmanship also employed by Dad and, yes, he sure bears an
uncanny resemblance to Jackie. Powerful of voice (not quite his
Pater's power, but very nearly) and pleasant and approachable
of nature, he quickly bowled over the Hemsby faithful with sturdy
renditions of Dad's "I'll Be Satisfied", "You Better Know It", "Reet
Petite", "Etcetra", "Come Back To Me", "Lonely Teardrops",
"Doggin' Around", and "Baby Workout"; a tribute was also paid to one of Jackie's main
contemporaries, Sam Cooke, via renditions of "You Send Me", "Havin' A Party" and "Twistin' The
Night Away". There was a nod, additionally, to the Isley Brothers with "Shout", and both sides of
Bobby's Wild label single, the excellent "Little Schoolgirl" and the ballad "It Was You" were featured.
A performance rich in professionalism, all in all, and you can be sure Bobby Brooks Wilson will be
back in Hemsby before too long. The Keytones closed out the rockin' action in the Starlight
ballroom, but fatigue got the better of me, I'm afraid. Night-night!
Doggone Honkabilly Band
Bobby Brooks
Wilson
© Paul Harris

© Paul Harris
Saturday. A mention in dispatches for the Doggone Honkabilly
Band and Johnny Gunner and the Raiders who stuff-strutted in
the Harlequin that afternoon. I managed to catch most of the first
act in the Starlight that evening, the vastly-experienced Infernos,
who impressed with strong versions of the Big Bopper's "Crazy
Blues", Bob Doss's "Don't You Be Gone Long", Marvin Grisham's
"Ain't That A Dilly", "Miss Bobbby Sox", a three-song tribute to
Jack Earls who was due to appear at Hemsby 47 but had to
cancel due to ill health, the Phantom's "Love Me" and Jimmy
Patton's "Yah I'm Movin'", among others.

Paul Ansell’s Number 9
© Paul Harris

London favourite Paul Ansell, with his band Number 9, took
Jack's place on the bill, and indeed paid a tremendous get-wellsoon tribute to Earls by way of "Hey Jim" and "Let's Bop", one of
many blistering selections in his set, like "I'll Cry Instead", Kenny
Rogers' "Ruby Don't Take Your Love To Town", Don Gibson's
"Sea Of Heartbreak", a new song I think called "That Train",
"Rockin' In Memphis", Iggy Pop's "Passenger", Gordon Lightfoot's
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"Early Morning Rain", Elvis's "His Latest Flame", Aaron Neville's "How Can I Help But Love You", "It
Ain't Right", an excellent reading of Johnny Burnette's "Lonesome Train", Billy Ocean's "Red Light
Spells Danger" and Bullmoose Jackson's "Big Ten Inch Record". All top-rate stuff, and a big pat on
the back to accompanists James Compton on guitar and occasional piano, Guy Trigg (?) on upright
bass, and the ever-solid Paul Atkinson on drums.
America's Truly Lover Trio wowed the crowd on their first Hemsby visit a
couple of years back, and a swift return was granted for Hemsby 47. Possessing
a lead singer/guitarist the spitting dip vocally of Roy Orbison, this quality was
emphasised, as on their previous visit, with inclusions like "Down The Line (Go
Go Go)", "Mean Little Mama", "Ooby Dooby", "Rockhouse", "Uptown", "Domino"
and an outstanding, effortless "Running Scared". Also heard were "Hey Little
Mama", a fine take of Peanuts Wilson's "Cast Iron Arm", "Besame Mucho",
"Blue For You", "Do The Bop", "Bullseye", and "Kissin' and A Huggin'".
Marcel Riesco
Truly Lover Trio
© Paul Harris

Again, fatigue prevented me from witnessing a UK band I normally like to see,
and one I unreservedly recommend as long as you like your Rock’n’Roll laced
with more than a dash of '60's garage, the Caezars. I love bands like the Sonics
myself, and the Caezars read that style extremely well; their recent debut CD on the Wild label,
"Shakedown", is strong and refreshing in content, and they've been responsible for some of the
most enjoyable gigs I've seen as a punter in many a year. So do go and give 'em a try, whether on
CD or in person.
Sunday saw me miss Brazil's Old Stuff Trio's teatime set in the Harlequin, however!!! I attended
the popular boat cruise Sunday afternoon, and my good friends Levi and Bernie Dexter were on the
scene delighting all with their natural easy-going charm, and Levi even got to sing a few with the live
band chosen to entertain us sea-legged rockers, Rudy LaCrioux and the All-Stars. The ever-popular
shinies-spinner Wild Cat Pete provided tons of classic Rock’n’Roll and helped to make the
afternoon sooooo enjoyable.
That evening in the Starlight, I turned up there just in time for the last number by Italy's Howlin' Lou
and his Whip Lovers and what I heard made me wish I'd been there from the start. Only a little fella
is Lou, but he's rich in stage presence, hope they come back soon. Bellisimo!!
Next, time for some welcome doo-wop by way of the Room-Mates, who impressed with a set that
included "I Wonder Why", Jack Scott's "Flakey John", the (American) Searchers' "Wow Wow Baby"
and Gene Vincent's "Lotta Lovin'". They then introduced a cute blond young Finnish filly, Sweet
Jeena, who was strongly influenced by Rosie Hamlin (of Rosie and the Originals fame) and
appropriately included a well-taken version of "Angel Baby" as part of her set.
A UK band, Dragster, whose drummer, Mark Morgan, is frequently seen with Mike Sanchez, closed
out Hemsby 47 in fine style with an easy-going but well-received set. Those who attend Hemsby 48
in May of next year can look forward to viewing Gene Summers, the
Velours, Eva Eastwood and, making his Hemsby debut, Robin Luke.
No matter what anybody says, rrrrrock on!!

Johnny Powers
© Paul Harris

Bobby Brooks Wilson
meets Willie Jeffery
© Paul Harris

Chris Casello
© Paul Harris
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Breathless Dan Writes
(brief briefs, short shorts and rockin’ ramblings)

Dan’l gives an in-depth
dissertation on a Giles cartoon
from 1954

Giles
A real
Teddy
sure knew his
bootlace
in
a double bow
girl common moll
subject and captures the
knot
with
brocade
waistcoat and
Goofin'
look (or scrubber look as
mean, evil look in the eye
nice
roll
collar,
Marjorie
Proops
or
and
pulling
a
prank on his mate it got called by the ‘60s)
- a face like so many
Terry
Thomas
type
piss-take
very
typical
Teddy
Boy behaviour…
and very well
that I knew
ciggy
holder
anything
for
a
lark
or a laugh
depicted

Nice
thick crepe soles,
drainpipe pants and real
long coat too

Dig
the nasty
broken nosed
brute of a kop

First teddy girl look - very unsmiling
and mean, anti adult &*@$! with
her lovelorn cat

Peeky
Dan'l type, a bit dim too like me,
he ain't got a clue about a cue, just hit
'em into a damn pocket (we were
often pretty thick)

The original London Teddy boy fashion, that I learned from via older Newport gangs who were dressing like
this as early as 1953 - they too got it from London.
Bill Haley and his Comets had recently cut their first Decca Records session in April so no Rock'n'Roll Craze
worldwide yet. Being a first fifties Teddy Boy, it was about delinquency, violence and living outside society,
not normality, also wild times and outrageous behaviour too. We were very anti-social. It was not to do with
any music, not at first.
Later major fashion influences from method actor James Dean (who was in fact dead before his films made
it to Newport) and his upturned collar (more casual look on the British) less the Dandy, Teddy Boy style of
dressing - was yet to happen much later in the '50s. Also Elvis would not even arrive on the British pop charts
until way into 1956 yet they had many of the later (by the same token somewhat tamer) editions of fifties
Teddyism or teenage delinquents using their American style of backcombed wave type hairstyle.
Elvis was sort of an American Teddy Boy via his ducktail at the back and sideboards (later called sideburns
correctly after Sam) on his 1954/55 photos. But James dean had a VERY square hairstyle - almost short back
and sides like the square adults. His teen style influence was never mine, nor was Elvis.
I did try to copy Gene Vincent's hair which, for an American, was far more Edwardian or elephant trunk Teddy
style than any of the other Rock'n'Roll artists except I briefly had a Bill Haley kiss curl in the front and DA at
the back (but so too did great hipsters like Bobby Charles (Guidry) in the book Who's Who In Rock'n'Roll
1958).
The upturned collar was not at all dress sense for us Teds with velvet collars as it would have spoiled the
entire look, exposing only the lining and looking untidy or even scruffy which was the total opposite of the
sharp, slick, immaculate, dressed-up three piece suit Edwardian effect.
Yours in Rock’n’Roll
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AngloAmerican
Rock'n'Roll
Heritage
Show

Being the third TFTW production at the historic Halstead
Empire, this venue is becoming a TFTW fixture and long may
it continue. Owned by the council but run by volunteers, the
theatre is currently being refurbished; however the new red
velvet seats now extend across the theatre without a middle
aisle, so a tad difficult for the ice-cream lady.
No Tales From The Woods Houseband warm up this time, so
Essex lad Rockin’ Gerry quickly opened the show with Fats’
“I’m Ready Ready Ready To Rock’n’Roll” which basically says
it all, followed by a manic “I Go Ape”. Both numbers of course
were originally piano based, giving “Fingers” Claire Hamlin,
the boppin’ baseball boots belter, an early opportunity to
whiten her knuckles. Gerry compered the first half, but I could
not quite follow his animated introduction to Cliff Edmonds,
Enfield’s own Gene Vincent, apart from a cry of “up the

loonies” but I am sure it was all in good taste.
Cliff, formerly with the now defunct Avengers, but soloing from his band The Cavaliers, offered up probably
the more serious Rock’n’Roll of the night. Finger snapping and hand clapping, Cliff won the audience over
immediately with a fast repertoire, and had good applause to all his 12 or 13 songs. Familiarity with the tunes
is always a good audience ice breaker, particularly when the audience is mainly local and not necessarily a
100% Rock’n’Roll crowd. So with a sensible selection of classics, Cliff’s performance grew stronger with each
number, and he appeared particularly pleased with “Maybelline” and “Don’t Knock Upon My Door” being
vocally strong, There were always going to be several Eddie Cochran and Gene Vincent numbers which
pleased the Tales From The Woods tee shirted Houseband drummer Brian Bunter Clark and, in case you
did not know, Brian now has the legend “BC” on his bass drum. This of course refers to his preference for
extremely old music.
Again I could not quite follow Gerry’s animated introduction to Russ Sainty, but I am sure it was all in good
taste. Back in the dressing room Russ and Charlie Gracie had their colleagues in stitches, maybe not a “Little
and Large” duo, but certainly a “Little and slightly Larger” comedy team in the making. Looking fit and snazzy
in a black shirt and white tie, Russ explained how he has been in the business for 54 years and had played
the 2is in 1958 with friend Tony Meehan. His show started with four rockers including three Elvis tunes and
Cliff Richard’s “Gee Whizz”. Incorporating some of his cabaret, the grey haired and no haired audience was
happy to sing along to eight melodic ditties, including the not often heard Four Preps smash “Big Man”. Ace
lead guitar John Spencely enjoyed a false start with “Teenager In Love” but scored with the James Burton
licks on “Hello Mary Lou”. Now donning a pink jacket, Russ had the audience in the palms of his hands and,
sitting down on a stool, invited us to guess his 1962 HMV release. After a few clues he revealed all with “Send
Me The Pillow You Dream On”, referring to the Tillotson cover, hence the exclusion of “that” in the title.
Dipping into his new CD box set, “My Rock’n’Roll Baby” certainly had 1957 southern rocking overtones,
although a slap bass could have provided some extra bop. Russ’s 1960 first Decca, the pacey “Race With
The Devil” closed the first half of the show.
Keith introduced Charlie Gracie to the stage, who is probably the only white American male Rock’n’Roll
pioneer still regularly touring and delivering UK and USA chart hits.
Opening with “Just Lookin’” the 1957 flip of “Fabulous,” Charlie was, as ever, in wise-cracking form, peering
over his guitar and enjoying every minute, although he did have some adverse comments about the dressing
room which doubles up as a depository. Charles Anthony Barnard Graci has a long Rock’n’Roll legacy with
many hits on the American Cameo label most of which he did tonight, including “Wandering Eyes” and
“Butterfly”. What was of interest were the recordings on other labels which he also included such as “Head
Home Honey” on 20th Century label from 1955, “Go Man Go” a 1989 Comstock label obscurity, and “I’m
Alright” on Lanark, written recently by a friend as a dedication to Eddie Cochran. Charlie played the London
Hippodrome 1957/58 and I guess listened in to the Light Programme’s Billy Cotton’s Bandshow, because I
kid you not, after a line or two of “Rock Of Ages” we had an extended version of “Maybe It’s Because I’m A
Londoner” and “Oi’ve Got A Luverly Bunch Of Coconuts” in an East End dialect Alan Breeze may not have
appreciated. John Spencely was in his element providing some wonderful twist of a wrist rockacockney riffs.
Charlie gave Houseband bassman Robb Davies the opportunity to solo on his Hoffner bass guitar, and the
third and final encore had all the performers on stage for “A Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On” including, from
the sparse audience, TFTW champion Dave Sampson.
Ken Major
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JAZZ JUNCTION
The Highgate Jazz with Soul Festival at The Old Crown
24 & 25 September 2011
This was madness gone mad. Twelve acts in two days (six each day starting at 1.30 pm) with an
admission price of £12 each day (or a £20 Festival Pass) surely could not be financially viable,
unless heavily sponsored, and there was no evidence of that. Most of the bands appeared in the
main area of this not particularly large pub, requiring a significant proportion of the audience to look
across the bar which intruded into the centre. However, the room above with seating for forty or so
afforded a much more conducive listening experience, although only four acts were granted that
privilege.
Having picked out two bands to take in on the Sunday, I arrived to see the
Allison Neale Quartet in the downstairs bar, with Allison on alto sax and flute,
Luca Boscagin (guitar), Arnie Somogyi (bass) and Dave Hamblett (drums). The
clean sound of West Coast jazz was perfect for the sunny day and clear blue
skies of the Indian summer.
Allison’s tasty and thoughtful playing cast a charm over those present, and Luca
Boscagin, whom I had not seen before, also impressed. The set list included a
memorable Tune Up (Miles Davis), For Heaven’s Sake (recorded by Billie
Holiday) and ended with Cole Porter’s All Through The Night, written for his
1934 musical Anything Goes.
Upstairs was the Peter King Quartet with the leader on alto sax, Steve Melling (piano), Geoff
Gascoyne (bass) and Mark Fletcher (drums). This was hard-bop at its best, played by a group which
oozed experience. Peter King may now be in his eighth decade and take advantage of a stool
between solos, but his passion, drive and attack were an example to all.
The plangent emotionality of his solo rendition of the Billy Strayhorn ballad, Lush Life, contrasted
with the incendiary workouts on Joshua (Victor Feldman) and EJ’s Blues (Elvin Jones). Steve
Melling’s fluency on piano was a dominant feature of an intense set, the highlight of which was his
playing on the trio performance of Billy Eckstine’s I Want To Talk About You.
Curator and host of the festival, Brandon Allen, did a marvellous job and was
deserving of our thanks as well as plaudits. Interested eyes will be scoping the
north London horizon next year to see if he can pull off another mini-masterpiece
for jazz fans.

Louis Hayes & The Cannonball Legacy Band at Ronnie Scott’s
17 October 2011
It may be hard to imagine, but at one time [in America] jazz was the popular music of the day. This
changed during the period after the second world war for various reasons. The advent of
microgroove records and the LP meant that individual tracks could reflect the length of the live
performance, and thus became the preferred medium; however, singles (now 45 rpm discs)
continued to be pressed, and could still be found in juke boxes in Black areas into the mid-sixties.
Although as it evolved jazz became less accessible to its audience, there was one strand that did
attract an audience and maintain its fan-base, and that has usually gone by the description
‘soul-jazz’. Perhaps the most popular/successful practitioner of this style was Julian ‘Cannonball’
Adderley, the alto saxophonist who led a quintet with his trumpeter brother, Nat, and who died in
1975 at the early age of forty-six.
The last remaining member of arguably Cannonball’s best unit is the drummer Louis Hayes, who
has attained legendary status through his unfussy, swinging style and his longevity. One of his
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projects over many years has been to continue the music of the
great man, and to this end he formed The Cannonball Legacy
Band. Making up the rest of the band on this visit to Ronnie’s were
alto saxophonist Vincent Herring, Jeremy Pelt (trumpet), Rick
Germanson (piano), and Richie Goods (bass).
The first of two sets began with a storming Del Sasser, written by
Sam Jones, who was bassist with Adderley for many years.
Another former band-member was the British-born Victor Feldman,
whose The Chant exhibited a surprising amount of soul for one
growing up in the black, white and grey of war-torn London. His
other composition, the Latin-flavoured Azule Serape, bears the
translation ‘blue Mexican shawl’, a garment rather like the one
worn by Clint Eastwood in Fistful of Dollars; although some may argue that he wore a poncho. If so,
it might be suggested that he wore it like a serape.
The two main soloists were Vincent Herring, whose own style had its roots in that of Cannonball,
and Jeremy Pelt, who was equally at one in the genre and also had his own voice and individual
approach that lifted the music. In his introduction to Nat Adderley’s Work Song, Vincent Herring said
that after ten years of playing it every night in the band formed by Nat after the death of his elder
brother, he vowed not to play it again, but it would be impossible to do a Cannonball Adderley show
without performing it.
Nat’s other two compositions were One For Daddy-O, written for a Chicago disc jockey, and the final
number, a raucous Jazz Samba (and, like Work Song, a hit). The style may be over fifty years old,
but the music was played with passion, and not like a museum piece. It was heart-warming to see
it being enjoyed by the youngish contingent in the audience, but not a shock: this was jazz to which
it was impossible to not to tap feet to, any day of the week.
Dave Carroll

Sonny Burgess
Everybody’s Rocking Again
(Stomper Time)
Sonny Burgess has become Mr Reliable in recent years, and a
man who could reasonably apply for residency in Europe because
of the regularity of his appearances on this side of the pond.
In the early eighties, he was exotic, a genuine Arkansas rockabilly
who’d never had a hit, and never had a compromise, never gone
pop, and was as familiar with his Sun studios repertoire as his fans.
Rock’n’Roll industry hyphenate Dave Travis musicianbandleader-songwriter-label owner-agent-stilt walker (no, he is
actually that tall) persuaded Sonny back into the studio in the UK
during one of his, at that time, rare visits in 1984, and then
followed him back to the States for more tracks. The original LPs
came out on the Rockhouse label.
The results are now on CD for the first time, and it’s further proof that, as a subsequent CD title
claimed, Sonny Burgess has still got it.
You get a generous 28 tracks, and despite his deserved reputation for hard-driving rockers, Sonny
proves himself capable of light and shade, and has more nuances to his voice than the rasp he often
employs for his up-tempo numbers.
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However, Sonny lays down the gauntlet and shows you where he’s going from track one, a recut of
one of his best-loved fifties anthems, We Wanna Boogie. But this is no re-tread album, and Sonny
mixes originals with familiar rockin’ material, adding the odd ballad for balance, and venturing into
country stylings too.
OK, we have his own Ain’t Got A Thing, in a cut that rivals the Sam Phillips production for
excitement, but there’s his takes on Flip Flop and Fly, Drinkin’ Wine Spo Dee O Dee, Dizzy Miss
Lizzy and Midnight Special. From Hank Williams, he takes Move It On Over, arguably in Hank’s
hands the first rockabilly record, while producer Dave Travis penned a couple of fine tracks, Hot
Mama, and Get On The Right Track (obviously, not the Ray Charles number).
Sonny shadows Elvis on I’m Counting on You to reveal a winsome, soft ballad side to his voice that
is quite a surprise and a 100 per cent success. It does NOT feature The Jordanaires, as the original
LP sleevenotes claimed, but you could be forgiven for thinking it does.
But you could say the whole enterprise is 100 per cent successful for Rock’n’Rollers, but the track I
return to most is number 23, Sonny’s own arrangement of the traditional Blue Highway, which would
not be out of place on an alt.country collection.
Production throughout is crisp and clear, and Sonny’s own lead guitar is showcased, with superior
rhythm from Brits Howard Tibble on drums, and Terry Nicholson on bass, with Dave Taylor
pounding the piano. There’s even brass where appropriate, courtesy of Martin Winning, on that
original LP.
This offering is fleshed out with tracks recorded in the States, with Sonny’s own band The Pacers,
and they fit seamlessly with the UK recordings to provide a big value package that all Sonny’s fans
will want to own.
John Howard

Delbert Barker
Kentucky Hillbilly Rockabilly Man
(Stomper Time)
In the UK we had the Embassy label, the Gala label, and a
number of others that issued often anaemic versions of top ten
hits at a budget price in the fifties. There were similar
operations in the States, shadowing the pop, country and
rhythm’n’blues charts.
Some of these labels produced full-blooded covers that
sometimes equalled, and occasionally excelled the originals, as
Johnny Otis’ Jayo label proved in the r’n’b field.
Now it seems that the country covers courtesy of Delbert
Barker for the Gateway, Family Library, Kentucky and Deresco
labels, among others, were often worth a listen in their own
right, forget the hit original.
He claims to have five different voices for recording, Carl Smith,
Hank Williams, Hank Thompson and Lefty Frizzell, so when he is covering familiar material like Blue
Suede Shoes and Heartbreak Hotel, you get a remarkably different, and quite interesting version,
since neither Carl Perkins nor Elvis are among Delbert’s specialities.
Delbert was recording at a time when Rock’n’Roll was being born, and the country cousins were
slicking back their hair and inventing rockabilly, so there’s a great deal to hook fifties rockin’ fans,
from the first cut onwards.
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For Delbert also wrote and recorded his own material, notably No Good Robin Hood, which opens
this collection, and is a known, if obscure, rockabilly classic. Other Delbert originals include There
Must Be A Way, Broken Heart and How About a Handout, strong material all, and not out of place
among the hit covers.
These include Johnny Cash’s So Doggone Lonesome, Tennessee Ernie Ford’s Blackberry Boogie,
Ernest Tubb’s It’s Been So long Darlin’, George Jones’ Why Baby Why, the Red Foley take on The
Jewels’ Hearts Of Stone and, since not everything that made the country charts was good or even
listenable, a cover of Jim Reeves’ cringe-worthy Bimbo, familiar to my generation as a result of
regular airings on Uncle Mac’s Childrens’ Favourites on the BBC Light Programme.
As reflects Hank Williams huge sales in the fifties, there’s a preponderance of Hank’s numbers, and
if I had 49 cents to spend on a record in 1954, rather than the dollar plus for the Hank original, I think
I would have chosen the cheapo four track cover over the MGM hit. Could you say that about a Paul
Rich cover on Embassy? I don’t think so.
The same holds true today. If you don’t have Long Gone Lonesome Blues, Jambalaya, Lost
Highway, Move It On Over and Mind Your Own Business by Hank or anybody else, then snap this
up and get another 29 tracks as well.
Once a bargain, always a bargain.
John Howard

David Stockdale - Dark Riders
(Tanzan Music)
David Stockdale was born in Santa Barbara, California, but
raised in West Lafayette, Indiana, between Indianapolis and
Chicago. His father was a drama teacher at Purdue University
and director of theatre, his mother an actress who retired early
to raise five children. David grew up in the theatre and, since his
father also directed musicals, was exposed to all kinds of music
from an early age.
He regards himself as a citizen of the world, he has travelled a
lot since his first trip to England at the age of 14. He has lived
in many places and the culture and understanding he has
accumulated through travelling, as well as by teaching, have
greatly influenced his music and lyrics, he says.
I know all that because I looked him up on the internet. I know
how good he is because I played the album. But his CD gives
no clue as to the genre, background, or influences of this folk-pop act whose sound will appeal to
those who like John Hiatt or Dire Straits.
He is not in the first flush of youth, judging by his shadowy photo within the CD, and since all his
band seem to have Italian names, and his website is in Italy, it’s a safe assumption this was
recorded somewhere in Italy, but I have no clue where.
His introspective song writing – this is all originals – is balanced against what is sometimes a jaunty
rocking beat, and Marco Tansini on electric guitars plays nicely against Stockdale’s acoustic.
Relaxing, laid-back for the most part, Stockdale has a pleasant voice but little chance of a wider
hearing without a re-think on publicity and packaging. A shame, it’s worth a listen for those with an
open mind and open ears.
John Howard
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The

Vinyl Word

Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Aaron Neville & Keb Mo at the Barbican
Monday, November 7, 2011
Aaron Neville has the body of a heavyweight boxer but the voice of an angel a velvet smooth voice that can make even the dullest song sound great.
Appropriately wearing a T shirt with angel wings on the back, Aaron performed
a rare solo set at the Barbican last night supported by brother Charles on
saxophone and an excellent band, which showcased his vocal talent in full. He
started with Stand By Me (doesn't everyone?) but moved through a soul
medley comprising Cupid, There Goes My Baby and Chain Gang, before
launching into an excellent version of Little Willie John's Fever. After the Neville
Brothers' Congo Square, Aaron sang a couple of his own hits, namely
Everybody Plays The Fool and a lovely rendition of I Don't Know Much, his duet
with Linda Ronstadt. He then strayed from his New Orleans roots with the
Drifters' Please Stay and Marvin Gaye's What's Going On, before leaving the
stage for a mellow instrumental version of Besame Mucho featuring Charles on sax.
Moving on through a couple of Bob Marley numbers (Three Little Birds and Stir It Up), he powered through
Bill Withers' Use Me and a couple of other numbers before returning to familiar territory with his 1966 hit Tell
It Like It Is, a superb version of Yellow Moon from the Neville Brothers' 1989 album of the same name, and
finished with a sweet and perfect version of Amazing Grace.
Aaron is 70 these days but doesn't look or sound it. His voice is as wonderful as ever. I love the Neville
Brothers, but Aaron's voice has always been the band's focus and this was an occasion to remember.
Kicking off the bill last night was bluesman Keb Mo - this time with his own band rather than his usual acoustic
set. One of the newer bluesmen (despite being 60 years old) he featured the title track from his new album
The Reflection and his set was melodic and laid back, but it was perhaps just a little too mainstream and
lacking in gutsy rawness. He's a fine guitarist, and his band was first rate, but somehow his set never got
going.

Roy Young - Half Moon, Putney
Sunday, October 16, 2011
There's nothing sophisticated or subtle about the music of Roy Young, who played a
birthday gig at the Half Moon, Putney last night. It was straight-ahead rocking boogie
woogie from beginning to end as he belted through the Little Richard songbook, with
occasional diversions through Larry Williams, Fats Domino, Jerry Lee Lewis and Ray
Charles territory. Roy got his start on Oh Boy in the late ‘50s when he impressed Jack
Good, who was a Little Richard fan. He's played with a who's who of rock and roll,
including Ray Charles, Chuck Berry, Bill Haley and Little Richard himself, and later played
with Cliff Bennett and the Rebel Rousers.
He's no originator (apart from his own composition Big Fat Mama - dedicated to his
mum) but as an interpreter of early rock and roll he's 'incredible' - as his billing puts it.
His band gave him great support, especially saxman Howie Casey (pictured left), whose
early Liverpool band the Seniors once featured a young Freddie Starr (then known as
Freddie Fowell) on vocals, and drummer Paul Gill.
Roy started with Slow Down, the Larry Williams number, but that was one thing he didn't
do throughout his set. He showed off his strong boogie woogie playing on a string of
Little Richard numbers (Can't Believe You Want To Leave, Bama Lama Bama Lu, Keep
a Knockin', Ready Teddy, Hey Hey Hey Hey, She's Got It, Ooh My Soul and, as an
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encore, Lucille). He interspersed these with a few numbers from Fats Domino (Jambalaya, I'm Ready, Blue
Monday and Ain't That A Shame), plus Ray Charles' Mess Around, Chuck Willis' Hang Up My Rock and Roll
Shoes and Jerry Lee's Great Balls of Fire - with audience participation. His voice was getting stretched by
the end as he blasted his way through this high octane set, but his piano bashing didn't let up for a moment.
Having seen Roy, Howie and the band at a couple of 2is shows, I knew what to expect. He didn't disappoint
and it was good to see him doing a full length set.

Goodbye from the guys and gals
Saturday, October 29, 2011
Now then, now then. As it happens, the Vinyl Word lifts a glass to Sir Jimmy
Savile, who has died at his home in Leeds at the age of 84. It's hard to exaggerate
the importance of Jimmy in the world of pop music in the sixties. I was one of the
earliest members of Radio Luxembourg's Teen and Twenty Disc Club (the TTDC)
back in around 1961, when Jimmy was a DJ on 208. I had a membership card
with a low membership number, but I've no idea what happened to it. Around that
time he attempted a pop career with an unsuccessful cover of Ray Stevens' Ahab
the Arab.
But it was as a radio presenter and, even more so, as a TV presenter that Jimmy
really shone, with his catchphrases, northern affability, dyed hair and track suits. He was, notably, the first
presenter of Top of the Pops in 1964 (and also the last when it ended in 2006), a big name on Radio One
from 1968 onwards and presenter of the rather naff, but very popular Jim'll Fix It.
A former miner and professional wrestler, he was awarded his knighthood for services to charity, especially
money raised through his long distance walks and marathons. I remember in 1972 when I was a local
newspaper reporter in Lancashire I met Jimmy, who was one of a number of nutty people who took part in a
non-stop walking competition around the motor racing circuit at Aintree. This mad event took places for days
- perhaps even weeks - and Jimmy was one of the last to give up. I also recall that on the night Elvis died I
tuned into Radio Luxembourg - and there was Jimmy on the line reminiscing about his meetings with The
King.
Jimmy was always a strange fish. He doted on his mother - The Duchess - and never married. With his huge
cigars, white Rolls Royce and constant cheeriness he came across as somehow rather a lonely person. But
he was a big personality in his day and a leading figure in the pop music of the day. So, Jimmy, how's about
that then?

Not for the first time, there was a good
turn-out of Woodies at this year’s
Ponderosa Stomp in New Orleans. The
10th annual Stomp moved this year to a
new venue, the Howlin' Wolf, and this
proved to be an improvement on the
House of Blues. As ever, Dr Ike put on a
show featuring numerous obscure or
near-forgotten musicians and if anything,
there were even more than usual,
although fewer semi-household names
than in the past.
Day one: First on was Bobby Allen, a Louisiana native who made a record called Soul Chicken
back in the sixties. He was dressed in a smart brown outfit for the occasion and went smartly through
a couple of funky songs - Check Mr Popeye and Funky Broadway/Land of 1000 Dances. He was
followed by a zydeco singer called Clayton Sampy - a new name to me - who was described as a
latter day Clifton Chenier. I thought he was no more than adequate. The running order changed,
meaning that Carol Fran came next and that, as a result, I missed most of her set as I was grabbing
a sandwich, just catching the end of Money. I'm told she was pretty good (I caught her later at a
Swamp Blues show in Crowley). Classie Ballou was next on - a competent bluesman who
performed Hey Pardner and Lee Dorsey's Confusion.
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Warren Storm

Lazy Lester

One of the advertised highlights of the evening was an Excello
tribute featuring Lazy Lester, Warren Storm and James
Johnson, a guitarist who played with Slim Harpo. There were
good performances of a couple of Harpo numbers - Baby
Scratch My Back and Rainin' In My Heart - and Warren Storm
was great on Lonely Lonely Nights and The Prisoner’s Song,
but three songs by James Johnson and no solos by Lazy
Lester proved a bit disappointing.

The real highlight of the
Allen Toussaint
night was a tribute to
legendary New Orleans
producer Cosimo Matassa, who was in the audience, featuring
the great Allen Toussaint (or the Wild Tousan as he was
originally billed back in the fifties). He was brilliant on a series
of self-penned numbers, several of them recorded by Lee
Dorsey, and then brought on stage Robert Parker, who drove
forcefully through Where The Action Is and Barefootin'. Also
on the tribute was Clarence Frogman Henry who, despite
needing a wheelchair some of the time, still has a great voice
and got the crowd going with But I Do and Ain't Got No Home.
At this point Dave Bartholomew was scheduled to appear, but he was unwell, so Toussaint
continued for a further 45 minutes, clearly enjoying himself thoroughly and ranging through
Southern Nights, A Certain Girl, Fortune Teller, Workin' In A Coalmine and Tipitina. Fantastic stuff.
The second half of the show became rather bitty, with various performers coming on to do anything
from one to three numbers. Ernie Vincent did one funky guitar
Al Johnson
number and then left the stage. Jean Knight was fine on her
hits Do Me, My Toot Toot and Mr Big Stuff, and Little Leo
(Lloyd Price's younger brother) looked immaculate as he sang
three bluesy numbers including Handwriting On The Wall, but
not, surprisingly, Send Me Some Loving (his was the first
version). C P Love was particularly good on the soulful I
Found All These Things and Secondline Home, and Al
Johnson brought some carnival fun along with Shake Rattle
And Roll and his big hit Carnival Time, supported by two lady
dancers in carnival type costumes.
Earl Stanley, of whom I know nothing but who was apparently lead guitarist with New Orleans band
Roger and the Gypsies, was joined by Michael Hurtt on maraccas for Pass The Hatchet and by
Eddie Powers (I think) for A Gypsy Woman Told Me. Then it was the turn of a white singer called
G G Shinn - a man with a big voice but who was described by a friend (Dave C) as being like a
Louisiana Liberace. You can draw your own conclusions. He was followed by a couple of additions
to the bill in the form of soul man Tony Owens, who did a number called I Got Soul, and David
Batiste, formerly of local band the Gladiators, who got the crowd going with his energetic Funky
Soul. Most of the above were backed by Lil' Buck and the Topcats who were superb throughout.
The final session (for me at least) featured backing by Michael
Hurtt and his band, and kicked off with Frankie Ford, who
looked extremely frail and old and who did his best on
Roberta, Cheatin' Woman and Sea Cruise. Jay Chevalier
came next and was effective on Come Back To Louisiana and
the Ballad Of Earl K Long, and the final act of what was a long
night was the excellent swamp pop of Jivin' Gene, who
included his two best known songs - Going Out With The Tide
and Breaking Up Is Hard To Do - in his set.
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Frankie Ford

Altogether this was an enjoyable evening with loads of variety, if a lack of better known acts. And to
think we had to go through it all again - with different acts I might add – the following night!
Day Two of the Stomp was one of amazing highs and a couple of
Lavelle White
fairly grim lows, but overall a day to remember. The evening kicked
off with bluesman Little Freddie King, whose set was spoiled
somewhat by over-distorted guitar. On the small stage next door
Lazy Lester was playing some effective swamp blues with guitarist
Rudy Richard, once a player with Slim Harpo. But things really got
going on the main stage with Lavelle White, who was quite excellent
on a series of blues and swamp pop numbers recorded for Duke over
50 years ago, including I've Got To Run To You, Why Young Men Go
Wild and Teenage Love. Backed by the superb Deke Dickerson band, she was followed by
Clifford Curry, best known for his R&B number She Shot A Hole In My Soul. Wearing a not too
convincing wig, his voice was a bit ragged, but he showed plenty of enthusiasm on Let The Good
Times Roll, Rock A While, Soul Ranger and his aforementioned big hit.
Big Jay McNeely

Next on was the last of the 40s and 50s sax honkers Big Jay
McNeely. He emerged from the audience and took the stage to
perform brilliant versions of There Is Something On My Mind and
Rocking At The Insect Ball, among others. He may be 84 years
of age, but he looks and sounds great and he is a true showman
- finishing his set with a walk around the audience blowing his
sax. A real highlight.

From the sublime to the ridiculous, with a real low point courtesy
of Arch Hall Jr and the Archers. He apparently enjoys cult
status due to his connection with some 50s B movies, but it is a
cult I won't be joining. His band were naff. Nuff said.
Next on was bluesman Billy Boy Arnold, who was excellent on I Wish You Would and I Ain't Got
You, but went on a tad too long and became just a little samey. Good stuff though, and better than
the somewhat run of the mill rockabilly of Joe Clay, who kicked off with Don’t Mess With My
Ducktail. He, in turn, was better than Lady Bo, who messed around on mostly Bo Diddley numbers,
including Road Runner and Mona.
By this time the show was running an hour late, but there was no way I was going to miss the next
section, a tribute to Memphis soul, featuring the Bo-Keys, with the excellent wah-wah guitar work
of Skip Pitts, the trumpet of Ben Cauley, drumming of the 'Memphis bulldog' Howard Grimes and
keyboard work of Archie Turner, plus an excellent horn section. First guest was Sir Mack Rice,
looking thinner than the last time I saw him, who was adequate on I'm Coming Home, Baby Please
Don't Go, and his most famous composition, Mustang Sally. Next was Eddie Floyd, who showed
plenty of energy on his hits including Raise Your Hand, 634-5789 (written for Wilson Pickett), Big
Bird and Knock On Wood, with a finale of the Falcons' You're So Fine with another former Falcon
Mack Rice.
After a groovy version of Shaft from Skip Pitts, this section really took off with the arrival of the great
Otis Clay. He was in superb form, running through Trying To Live My Life Without You, a surprising
She's About A Mover, I Can't Help Myself and Got To Get Back To My Baby. Has he got a fantastic
soul voice or what? Brilliant. But things were to get, if anything, even better, with the arrival on stage
of William Bell, looking extremely dapper in a smart brown suit. It's only a couple of months since
I saw William at Porretta, but he was even better this time - helped of course by the Bo-Keys. He
was great on Easy Going Out, Hard Coming In, and even better on I Forgot To Be Your Lover, Born
Under A Bad Sign, You Don't Miss Your Water and Trying To Love Two, before slipping into medley
territory at the end.
By this time it was 3.15am and there were still two more acts to go. I have to admit that we bailed
out at this point. A great evening though, and a great Stomp once again.
Words and pictures by Nick Cobban
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A brief Stomp thought...
Ran into an elderly large man of colour in the men’s rooms Saturday late afternoon at the Renaissance Arts
Hotel where the Convention was well underway, wearing white polyester tuxedo pants and, as on many past
Stomp occasions, had no clue as to whom he was. But after a nice "Hi how are you"... quickly deducing he
must be Stomp related and we talk affably about the nice break in the weather and he says he's from Watts,
California. At some point I say “Amen” simply in agreement with his gentlemanly nature and he seizes on that
word ... “Amen”... (which, being raised a Catholic I hardly ever use) and he says "oh, Amen huh?".
Uncertain of where he's going with this and nearly busting his very large frame on the wet and slippery
bathroom floor, where his aluminium walking cane nearly slips out from underneath him but then
miraculously catches hold in the next tiles rigged grout line, (this could have been a tragic disaster) holding
the door, I follow him out of the men’s room and we oddly go off in separate directions only minutes later
discovering he's on the next panel of guests. His name is Big Jay McNeely and the tenor sax playing
octogenarian honked his way all over the world to sensational wide acclaim and he is a lifelong practicing
Jehovah’s Witness! Amen. Later I pick up a Barbara Lynn 45 for the collection.
Just another Stomp moment In a weekend jampacked with them.
Jason Sutton

The evening began with the red neck Texan quartet Shawn Pittman and The
Blues Stars who treated us to a ferocious set of blues typical of the lone star
state. Blistering, in your face guitar, thundering drums and a Hagrid look-alike
bass man with a ‘don’t you mess with me’ attitude. It reminded me, for no
apparent reason, of the first time I heard Hound Dog Taylors ‘Alligator’ debut. You
knew the titles of the covers that Shawn sang but the deliveries were all Pittmanised. A brilliant show-stopping act spoilt only by his own self-penned ‘I Don’t Want
To Be Famous’ the sentiment of which I doubt was true. The band received three
or four encores - which gives you an idea of the impact they made on the crowd.
Following this was always going to be difficult. Bob Corritore’s Rhythm Room
All-Stars with guest star Kirk Fletcher originally made the mistake of starting loud
and in your face, with guitarist Chris James trying to match what went before;
probably a bad idea but ‘what has a poor boy got to do?’ When Kirk was asked to
step forward he pointed the way with an excellent cool solo, which caught our
attention. Unfortunately it was a while before Kirk was given another chance to
shine and by then Henry Gray had taken over the show with his class act on
keyboards and vocals. Meanwhile Bob’s high-energy harp playing was punctuating
meaningfully and with class.
Soon it was Tail Dragger’s time to strut his stuff and that he did. Soon he was
trying to dominate Henry who seemed bemused by Tail Dragger wandering off
into the crowd and at times giving us all lessons on how to behave together with
snippets of his biography - “I have had four wives and I know how to treat a
woman right”. I did notice that this seemingly congenial old man did not make
reference to foreshortening Boston Blackey‘s life with the help of a revolver! But
perhaps this was not the time or place to bring it up.
This show was definitely not choreographed and at times it teetered on the
chaotic but, for me, it was real and indicative of an evening in a non-pc Chicago
club. Well done to Bob and the band for managing to hold it all together.
Otis Clay was, for me, going to be the main man of the evening and hearing Mike Stephenson’s
excited review of the sound check wherein Otis’s full working band, complete with horn section,
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were as tight as a drum and the thought of it certainly got my juices working hard. I had never seen
him before but have all of his amazing recorded works so expectations were high.
The ‘sound check’ should have been the main course. Unfortunately Otis seemed to have lost the
set list, much to the dismay of the members of the band and over and over he stopped them in full
flight to chat about this and that. The rest of the audience, myself included, became restless, started
to chat with one another and lost interest.
There were flashes of his former glory when he and the band cooked up a soulful stew and I felt like
dancing but before I managed to get myself in motion the fire was gone. Consolation was an
autographed CD – even if he signed it while chatting to some lady whom he attempted to give it
away to!
I think I came to the party a few years too late!
Next up were Larry Garner and his working US band. By now I had been on my feet for some six
hours and I needed a fix of something with verve and finesse as of his early Louisiana days. Instead
we were regaled with numbers that rocked on guitar endlessly and made me feel old. I do hope that
the rest of the evening with him got better but I think he might have noticed on his English tours that
European and perhaps US audiences in the main prefer ‘rock blues’ instead of ‘blues with a feeling’.
I went back to The Jailhouse Hotel and, ever comfortable in my cell, I fell asleep.
By the time I arrived at the casino for the Saturday show Quintus McCormick had been onstage
for some forty-five minutes but, judging by the last forty minutes of the show, missing it was a bonus.
I have only his records to go by so I cannot say whether he was stoned from the start or this was his
normal state. He cackled and twitched and staggered about in a fog whilst sweating profusely,
allowing the band to provide some sort of support. At one point he did take off his guitar and
seemed, for a fleeting moment, to consider jumping into the crowd; reality luckily prevailed and
some Swiss lady was serenaded with ‘Lets slip away’ - the extended version. He then dragged his
sorry self back onto the stage - the promoter did not seem amused.
After the Quintus debacle Ruthie Foster was truly a breath of fresh air. I knew
her by her first album but did not consider her a blues player and expected to
find her a lightweight Americana folk singer – how wrong I was. Ruthie’s band
consisted of a male mandolin player who doubled up on keyboards, a female
bass player who doubled up on violin and another rather large lady smacking
the drums. Together with Ruthie’s fine vocals and mainly acoustic guitar they
managed to garner a storm on stage mixing blues, soul and gospel in even
doses whilst genuinely seeming to enjoy the evening and treating the audience
with respect. The hall responded in kind – this was a class act and I am pleased
to have bought her new double signed CD.
Joe Louis Walker came on stage at 23:45 and seemed to have partaken in
similar substances to Quintus. He managed to depress the audience with a
show wherein he preferred to allow his sidemen and guests from other bands
to do the work for him. Apart from the two African artists, who might have been
part of the band, none of them amounted to a crock of beans. To top it all he
managed to stagger to a mike and complain about promoters who didn’t pay
their dues. He then began singing an ode to promoters in general being
financially unreliable. It was crass, stupid and extremely offensive; all this
coming from a man who took money from a friend of mine who is a UK
promoter. A tour was organized for Joe Louis but he didn’t turn up in the UK but did keep the money. I don’t suppose he will be back to Lucerne next year.
I heard Terrance Simien & The Zydeco Experience in the Schweizerhof Hotel at lunchtime and
he sounded similar to when I saw him in Austin some ten/twelve years ago. He was a great zydeco
artist and great fun to see. He was billed to be on after Joe Louis Walker but I felt tired after the Joe
Louis experience so I sloped off back my cell at The Jail House Hotel and dreamt of home.
Gerard Homan
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Swinging Like A Rusty Axe
A Sax-Maniac’s Selection
By Neil Foster
Here’s a list of some of my favourite sax solos/instrumentals which I hope you enjoy reading (not in
order of preference).
1.
Tequila (The Champs) Very familiar, I know, and a no. 1 hit. Even I could play the basic riff
but not the twiddly bits. I like the way, too, that the rest of the band gradually stop playing, one by
one, until the final shout of “Tequila”.
2.
So Long/When My Dreamboat Comes Home (Fats Domino) Both sides fantastic. The first
features the only alto sax solo (by Wendell Duconge) on a Domino record and it is beautiful and
wistful. The second has the longest extended solo that I know of in Domino’s output; very melodic
and swinging.
Here’s a story about “So Long”. I had the 78 and I eventually sold it. When
John Day, the leader of our group, the Delacardoes, heard about this, he
was rather annoyed. He was an Anglo-Indian, born in Mumbai (or Bombay as it
was) and he explained that he loved the record so much that he used to cycle
through the jungle to one of the few places in the city that had a jukebox to play it.
Ancient rockers (like me) will recall that “So Long” was the record that Jack Jackson, the
disc jockey on Radio Luxembourg (208), used to end his “Record Roundup” with.
3.
Crossfire (Johnny and the Hurricanes) Throbbing guitar intro, compulsive hand-clapping
and the usual snarling sax of Johnny Paris. I prefer this to “Red River Rock” or “Rocking Goose”,
good though they are.
4.
Rock Around the Clock (Bill Haley) An example of how to do a lot with a little. Saxman Joey
d’Ambrosia plays just two notes, blasting away from one to the other in unison with the rest of the
band – this carries the number forward with an irresistible drive until drummer Billy Gussak ends it
by hitting what seems every pot and pan in the kitchen.
5.
Quarter to Three (Gary US Bonds) I could have chosen “New Orleans” but I prefer this one.
I love the raucous vocal, the slogging off-beat, the storming tenor sax and the strange sound and
atmosphere of the piece – it sounds as if it is a live recording, not a studio creation.
6.
Honky Tonk (Bill Doggett and his Band) Gentle guitar, boogie runs, tough sax, memorable
riffs and Doggett’s electronic organ chugging away in the background – great!
7.
Buona Sera (Louis Prima) Our group used to do a version of this number and it was the most
popular thing we did. Starts off like a Neapolitan love-song, then there’s a bit of scat-singing and
doowop, the tempo speeds up and a powerful tenor roars in.
8.
Keep A Knocking (Little Richard) From the opening barrage of drums and cymbals to the
wild sax solo, this is a very exciting number (even by Richard’s standards). Rock’n’Roll writer, Tez
Courtney, told me a long time ago that the reason the sax is so frenzied is that it was played by
Grady Gaines, whom he described as “Once the wildest saxman in Rock’n’Roll”. He’s the one who
jumps on top of Little Richard’s piano in “Don’t Knock the Rock”. I don’t know what Tez means by
“Once” but his description of his playing is spot-on.
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9.
Come Go With Me (The Dell Vikings) Most fans know that this was the first raciallyintegrated group. A million-seller and deservedly so. Doowop with a beat and a great sax solo,
backed by handclaps and ecstatic cries from the band. Our group’s name (the Delacardoes) was
partly derived from the name of this group.
10.
Peter Gunn (Duane Eddy) Doomy guitar intro, menacing sax – the archetypal Eddy style. A
real pile-driver.
11.
Wild Weekend (The Rocking Rebels) Throbbing guitar intro, then the simple but effective
hook. Not much wildness in it, though. Quiet Weekend, rather.
12.
Smoky Joe’s Café (Coasters) Great Lieber and Stoller story-song with a sinuous, snakey,
sax solo (far too much alliteration there).
13.
Early in the Morning (Buddy Holly) Very unusual to hear a sax in a Buddy Holly recording
but the tenor sax solo by Sam "The Man" Taylor is a great, rousing sound.
14.
Josephine/Dry Bones (The Bill Black Combo) I played “Dry Bones” in our group (we were
world-famous in Liverpool). I haven’t heard this
number for decades. I have three compilations of
Bill Black’s stuff but “Dry Bones” isn’t on any of them.
Neil
PS: Notice how I have cunningly (cunnilingusly?)
slipped in a few references to a Merseybeat band
called “The Delacardoes”, featuring the hoarse sax
of Neil “Screechowl” Foster, the worst saxophonist
in the world (he was versatile, though; he could play
using both hands!)

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!

TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON www.caroline.rockers.co.uk
or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

SOUL KITCHEN'S HALL OF FAME
Be young Be foolish Be happy....

THE TAMS STORY

Buying records blind is something we all do, especially way back in those
good ole days, as there was really nowhere to hear real music; maybe a
club, certainly not on mainstream radio, apart from Radio Luxembourg and
the pirate ships. Mainly reviews for soul records would have been found in
Record Mirror, Blues And Soul Magazine was still a couple of years away.
Tasty reviews had one scampering down to the market. Yes the market,
the Broadway Market, Tooting, to a small record shop, sandwiched
between hardware and haberdasher. Here you could order any record,
and normally it would be in your hands in a day or two. Record companies
never seemed to delete records from their catalogue way back then, so
you could always catch up with newly discovered artists’ back catalogues,
bakery apprenticeship wages allowing.
It was there I remember buying my first Tams 45, 'What Kind Of Fool (Do You Think I Am)' , HMV
(1963), and was immediately captured by Joseph Pope's distinctive ragged hoarse vocal style, and
the groups tight harmonies.
The original members, Joseph Pope (b 6.11.33), Charles Pope (b 7.8.36), Robert Lee Smith (b
18.3.36), and Horace Kay (b 13.4.34), got together in 1952, whilst still at high school in their home
town, Atlanta, Georgia. Their formative years as The Four Dots were spent gigging around the local
club and dance halls circuit. In the late fifties Floyd 'Little Floyd' Ashton (b 15. 11. 33) was added to
the line-up. It was in 1959 that the group changed its name to The Tams. Apparently the name was
derived from them wearing multi-coloured tam o'shanter hats for performances.
1961 saw one release on the Heritage label, 'Vacation time' b/w 'If Love Were Like Rivers’, which
sank into the river without trace.
The group’s big break came in 1962, when they came to the attention of song publisher and
entrepreneur, Bill 'King William' Lowery, with whom they signed a management deal, resulting in
their debut recording for the Philadelphia based Arlen label, 'Untie Me' b/w ‘Disillusioned’. This
memorable ditty was recorded at Rick Hall’s newly established Fame record studios, located in
Muscle Shoals. Composed by Joe South, and produced by Ray Stevens, who also played piano on
the recording. This became the group’s first chart success, top 20 R&B, even sneaking into the US
pop hundred. Also this was one of the first hits to come out of the Fame studio.
It was rare for vocal groups to record down South, as most vocal groups headed North, to Motown,
Veejay, or Chess to seek their fame and fortune. The majority of the Tams earlier material was
recorded at Fame, resulting in their unique raw edge harmonies, lacking the sweet smoothness of
other vocal groups around at that time. Follow up releases on Arlen, 'Here I Am' b/w 'My Baby Loves
Me' , 'Deep Inside Me' b/w 'If You’re So Smart', although equally as good as 'Untie Me', largely failed
to make any impression. A one off diversion to General American Records in late 1962 for 'Find
Another Love' b/w 'My Baby Loves Me', which is credited to The Tams with Little Floyd. Little Floyd
takes the lead on their revisit to the up-tempo, 'My Baby Loves Me', which I believe would be the
only release that didn't feature Joseph Pope as lead vocalist, up until his death in March 1996. Early
1963 saw a couple more Arlen singles, 'Blue Shadows' b/w 'You'll Never Know', and an excellent
re-recording of ‘Find Another Love' b/w 'Don't Ever Go', but alas these excellent recordings also
failed to give the group any chart success.
The group had generated sufficient interest, and in late 1963 Bill Lowery secured a deal with ABC
Paramount. The Tams’ golden years were about to take off. Their first release on ABC was a smash
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hit, 'What Kind Of Fool (Do You Think I Am)' b/w 'Laugh It Off', written by Ray Whitley, as were many
others. This catchy floater needs no introduction.
More ABC hits followed in 1964, not venturing too far from the group’s winning formula, 'You Lied
To Your Daddy' b/w 'It's All Right (You're Just In Love)', 'Hey Girl Don't Bother Me' b/w 'Take Away',
and 'Silly Little Girl' b/w 'Weep Little Girl', were all excellent double sides, and worthy of the chart
success they achieved.
Around this time, a change of personnel took place, with Albert Cottle Jr, replacing Floyd ‘Little
Floyd’ Ashton, who drank himself out of the group. Also around this time the group had taken to
recording at Atlanta's Master Sound Studios in preference to the Fame studios. Still Joe South and
Ray Whitley continued working with the group.
Although the group continued to have regular releases on ABC, with notably two goodies from 1965.
One I rate as one of their finest, a haunting Southern ballad par excellence, 'What Do You Do (When
Your Lover Leaves You)' b/w 'Unlove You', and 'Concrete Jungle' b/w 'Till The End Of Time'.
Towards the end of 1965, the looping, 'I've Been Hurt' b/w 'Carrying On' was one of their biggest
regional hits, based on sales and airplay.
Another gem was released in 1966, a brilliant heart breaker oozing class, 'Get Away (Leave Me
Alone)' b/w 'Shelter'.
It was not until 1968 that the group finally found themselves back in the charts again with 'Be Young
Be Foolish Be Happy' b/w 'That Same Old Song', even making 32 in the UK charts. They continued
to release material for ABC until late in 1969, before being dropped by the label. Ray Whitley and
Joe South, who had been with the group as writers/producers from the onset also moved onto other
projects. Joe South had an international hit on his hands with, 'The Games People Play', so naturally
had to concentrate on his own career.
In 1970 the group moved to Bill Lowery's newly formed label, 1-2-3 Records, which resulted in a
minor hit with a very enchanting, 'Too Much Foolin' Around' b/w 'How Long Love'.
Incredibly from nowhere, in July 1971, the Tams found themselves at the top of the UK charts, with
a massive summer hit, with a re-released, 'Hey Girl Don't Bother Me'. A reissue in the States failed.
They toured the UK on the strength of the hit. I caught them on October 28th 1971 at the Orchid Ball
Room, Purley. A wonderful venue for touring soul/R&B acts. I remember little, they had their own
backing band, and a female?
Next stop in 1972 was Apt Records for another one off, 'Numbers' b/w 'Long Distance Operator’. In
1973 it was back to ABC for an acceptable version of Huey Smith’s 'Don't You Just Know It'' b/w
'Making Music’. So this phase of their career ends, with a final release in 1973 on MGM South with
the Hollywood Argyles, 'Alley Oop' b/w 'What Did He Do For You'.
The group basically disappeared from the recording scene until re-emerging in 1978 with, 'This
Precious Moment' b/w 'Hey Girl Don't Bother Me' (re-mixed disco version), on the Sounds South
label. They called in at Passion Records in 1978 for 'Tell You The Last Time' b/w 'Hideaway'. They
re-emerged in 1982 on Wonder Records with a 'Tams Tune Medley' (a re-mix of assorted Tams
tunes) b/w 'I've been hurt'. The following year they reappear on Compleat Records with a notable
soul performance on 'Making True Love' b/w a dip into the emerging beach music scene with 'My
Baby Sure Can Shag'.
So after several years in the doldrums their career took a massive turn for the better, when in the
eighties, along with many other vintage R&B and Soul acts, they became popular again along the
Southeastern Coast, North and South Carolina, with what was termed as the beach music scene,
the heart being Myrtle Beach. The dance craze associated with it was known as the Carolina Shag,
which featured heavily in the subsequent 1989 film Shag. The Tams sixties hits had the right shuffle
ingredients to Shag to. The Tams along with an entertaining act found themselves in demand once
again on the Carolina club and oldies circuit. Such was their popularity they, as with many other acts
it might be said, recorded deliberately for this market, gaining a local hit in 1989 with, 'There Ain't
Nothing Like Shaggin' on the Ripete label. On its release in the UK it became a hit, reaching 21 in
the charts, even though the track was subject to an airplay ban by the BBC, for obvious reasons.
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As with many underground scenes, populated by media exposure, the craze spread through the
nineties to the East Coast, and most major cities, which opened up even more doors to keep the
group functioning.
Joseph Pope passed away 16th March 1996. He could take an established soul standard and make
it his own, just listen to Arthur Alexander's 'Anna (Go To Him)', or Willie Tee's 'Thank You John' to
see what I mean.
In 1999, the group were featured performers with Jimmy Buffett on his CD, Beach House On The
Moon, and also toured with him around the US.
Still quite popular in the Southeastern US, they continue to record and perform to this day at well
attended concerts.
This remarkable under-rated group led by Charles Pope (48 years a Tam) are available for festivals,
wedding receptions, club dates and 2is reunions.
Their recordings remain timeless.
Remember you're in
safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on

Platters, Pedders, Potters(Bar)
The Platters at Wyllyotts Theatre, Potters Bar - Thu 13 Oct
To be honest this show was a bit disappointing. It was nice to hear a lot of the old Platters’ songs
and it was a pleasant evening with a receptive audience in a pleasant venue but I was not very
impressed by the lead singer. I know that nobody could be expected to approach the wonderful
voice of Tony Williams but I had hoped that he would have been somewhat closer. My late wife Fay
and I have always been impressed by the various combinations of The Drifters, including the current
one, and I suppose that I had expected this standard for the Platters. In my opinion the best parts
of the show were when the young(?) and very attractive woman who was “being” Zola Taylor took
the lead on He’s Mine, an a capella version of The Fiestas’ So Fine and a storming River Deep
Mountain High (I know that was not by The Platters).
There was no programme or biographical information but two of the group looked old enough to
have possibly been part of the group at some stage, possibly in its second incarnation. One of them
revealed his age as 73 when he said that he saw The Ink Spots at the Apollo Theatre, Harlem when
8 years old in 1946 so was too young for the original Platters who recorded on King in the early
1950s. He sang a couple of songs in a rather strained falsetto voice. I was glad that I went for the
nostalgia but I don’t think that I would see them again. My second visit to the Wyllyotts Theatre will
be in November to see the Big Chris Barber Band when I know that I will not be disappointed.
Considering how many shows that I have seen over the last 55 years I am lucky really in that this
was a very rare disappointment. The previous show that I attended was Percy Sledge at the South
Bank Vintage Festival and that was worth every penny (to coin a phrase) of the rather expensive
ticket with Perce in wonderful voice and it included Jimmy James, sans Vagabonds, who we used
to see at The Marquee in the early 1960s.
Derek Pedder
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New Orleans from 1917
Historic Ramblings of a Jazz Aficionado
1917 - The Year of Change
When the original Dixieland Jazz Band recorded Livery Stable Blues, it was released as a dance
band record - the greatest ever issued. It was originally called Barnyard Blues, but this was changed
by Victor. It was claimed by a former member of the band, but was ruled impossible to say who had
written it. While this was going on Columbia offered the band a contract, but the issued record was
weak.
They recorded next for Aeolian/Vocaliori on a six month contract, when this finished they returned
to Victor and started to set up a Dixieland style. The main problem they had was both black and
white New Orleans bands claimed they had been playing the tunes for years, long before the ODJB
"wrote them". Then other bands like the Louisiana Five broadened the appeal and strengthened
New Orleans as the root source of this new music.
In 1915 various musicians started to trek north to St Louis and then Chicago. A direct train ran from
door to door. Then in 1917 came a hammer blow as the Secretary for War closed all brothels within
5 miles of a military camp. The main instrument played in brothels was the piano but they were major
sources of employment and their closure left a hole which New Orleans could not fill. There were
about 250 brothels, and at their closure there was many a procession to commemorate the end.
Joe Oliver and Freddie Keppard used to play in the cabaret clubs. By 1915 Oliver led an orchestra
at the Big 25 with Sydney Bechet and Peter Bocage. He and his wife set up a base for the young
Louis Armstrong to thrive, and young Louis took cornet lessons from Joe Oliver. After several
brushes with the law, Joe Oliver left for Chicago, but had to leave there in 1921 for San Francisco.
Louis Armstrong was probably born in 1898 and was raised during his childhood by his
grandmother. His mother then had a daughter and Louis was brought back to look after her, around
1905. He grew up with no birthdays, no Christmas, no 4th July, no Thanksgiving. At that time he
hustled the streets and took part in petty thieving. He had no father or father figure at home and was
insecure and chronically shy. Through all of his life he gave money away.
On New Year’s Eve 1912/13 he fired a pistol and was put into a Waifs Home. He soon found himself
in the band there playing a tambourine, then on to an alto horn then a bugle, and finally a cornet. He
enjoyed life at the Home, and was very reluctant when the time-came to leave. His father agreed to
take him in, but Louis left when another baby appeared. Louis then had to resume life again with his
mother.
By 1916 the title of Cornet King had passed to Joe Oliver, and Oliver became Louis's sponsor and
tutor. In 1918 Louis got a job on a riverboat. This was quite a departure as tours to New Orleans in
the 1960s shows how closely confined Louis's world was at that time. When he was growing up he
only had to walk two blocks in order to get everything that was needed.
Louis could not read music, but the riverboats gave him
an excellent grounding because of the regularity with
which the tunes had to be changed. In 1921 Louis left
the riverboats when Chicago called, at the behest of
King Oliver. While there, although he had not yet made
any records, Louis was blessed with that magic "special
something" that only comes around once in a
generation - sheer genius.

Ian McNeil

The author with Clarence Henry
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Creakin' joints might be a more appropriate title given that I'm pushing 70, but this is a
trip down memory lane to some of the places where I used to listen to, watch and bop
to Rock’n’Roll. I was a very late starter, so my 'teenage' years really started in my 20s
and continued into my 30s.
The first regular Rock’n’Roll venue I remember was The Flamingo club located in a basement in Wardour
Street, the Chinatown end opposite Gerrard Street. Here Mike and Mandy Raven, DJs on Radio 390, used
to play some quite obscure (for the times) Rock’n’Roll records weekly, as indeed Mike did on his radio show.
He introduced me to artists like Esquerita, said to be Little Richard's mentor; certainly their styles and much
more were similar. The Flamingo is where Jerry Lee played a date around midnight in 1966, having done a
show earlier up north or in the Midlands. He pushed through the crowd in his raincoat to get on to the small
stage. Usually, however, we just had Mike and his records. He did try to put on a Rock’n’Roll revival band
once, but they were booed offstage. It took another two or three years for British Rock’n’Roll revival groups
to become acceptable to Teds and rockers. Too many memories of Mod groups like The BeatLESS (as my
penfriend, Screamin' Dee Snoble dubbed them) ruining Rock’n’Roll songs like Dizzy Miss Lizzy, Long Tall
Sally, Honey Don't, etc. and then, to add insult to injury, Mod fans thinking these were Beatles' compositions.
In 1967 I acquired my first drape made-to-measure from Burton's to the original 1950’s design. I still have it,
rather the worse for wear (like me) but it does still fit. We had the fantastic Saville Theater 'live' concerts in
the late 1960s, thanks to owner Brian Epstein. Even Breathless Dan could almost forgive him (but not quite)
for inflicting The Beatles on us when he brought over people like Fats Domino, Little Richard, Bo Diddley and
Chuck Berry to play the Saville. When a riot broke out during a Berry show because the manager brought the
Safety Curtain down in the middle of Chuck's act, Epstein brought Chuck back another week to compensate.
Epstein even got a short obit. in Dan's Boppin' News magazine mainly because of these concerts at the
Saville Theater.
The 1960s was the era of the duplicated 'fanzines'. Boppin' News, The Shakin' Keyboard (Jerry Lee Lewis
fanzine), Memphis, my own 'Bop Cat' and other fanzines for Little Richard, Bill Haley, Gene Vincent, Rockin'
Ronnie Hawkins. etc. Breathless Dan and Rockin' Robin Webb ran the Carl Perkins and Screamin' Jay
Hawkins fan clubs and Boppin' News.
Characters like Stompin' Stampin' Stanley, Wild Little Willie (Willie Jeffery no less!), Baby Jean, Rockin' John
Seeley, Boppin' Babs, Screamin' Dee Snoble, Waxie Maxie, Rockin' Robin Webb, etc. Dee christened me
'Shakin' Tony'. Breathless Dan, the original 1950s Ted, retains his monicker and now writes a column for
Tales From The Woods.
By the early 1970s Rock’n’Roll revival groups were becoming acceptable to some (not to Breathless Dan and
some of the original 1950s Teds), and I started going weekly to 'The Fish' as it was known. This was The
Fishmongers' Arms at the top of Jolly Butchers' Hill in Wood Green,
opposite The Kings Arms which later became a Rock’n’Roll venue and
hosted, for a short period, Ritchie Gee's Tennessee Club before it moved
out to a golf club in Oakwood.
For some strange reason I can't seem to cut my ties with Wood Green.
This is where I lived and went to school for most of the 1950s, I found
myself going there weekly during the early 1970s (when living in Camden
Town) for Rock’n’Roll at The Fish and later the King's Arms and two
venues of the Tennessee Club, and now I go weekly to meet up with
friend and fellow TFTW scribe Chris de Bruin at a Wetherspoon pub in
the High Road.
'The Fish' had a Rock’n’Roll club in a hall at the back of the pub. At first
it was called 'Hell' but later became 'The Hound Dog Club', and I became
a member of these and 'Hound Dog Club 2' which followed. This was a
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Crazy Cavan at the Fish

wild, wild venue with almost everyone dressed in Ted gear, and it was packed out every week. Here I first
saw Graham Fenton and his pre-Matchbox groups The Hellraisers and The
Houseshakers, Shakin' Stevens and The Sunsets (before he had any solo pop
hits), and of course Crazy Cavan and The Rhythm Rockers. Also long-gone
groups like the doo-wop outfit Yakkety Yak. Tongue Tied Danny used to hop on
stage to join in with them on cheery numbers like 'Teen Angel', while Big Al
would stand on stage, back to the audience, and 'faint' when the sax player
(Jacko, later on tours with Bill Haley's Original Comets singing the Haley vocals)
of groups like Sandy Ford's early 'Flyin' Saucers' line up hit a high note. Big Al
would fall right off the stage flat on his back, which may account for later mobility
problems I believe he encountered. Meanwhile Russ, of 'The Family', would
have his head inside the drum kit, feet waving in the air, while his wife Mary in
her Teddy-girl suit next to her Ted boyfriend watched. Oh don't worry, Russ had Mary and her boyfriend
a girlfriend as well, so that was all right. The Family was completed by their
Teddy-boy son and his girlfriend. Sadly Mary later died of cancer and The Family broke up, but this was not
till we'd moved on from The Fish in Wood Green to The Telegraph on Brixton Hill.
Before leaving 'The Fish', however, I should mention the memorable Gene Vincent show which took place
there in late 1970, the last show I ever saw Gene do. I took along my partner, who correctly surmised that
Gene wasn't at all well, indeed he died the following year. George (my partner) didn't like crowds, and of
course we were in the middle of a scrum pushing to and fro. George said it didn't help matters that throughout
Gene's act I was apparently screaming in his earhole 'like a silly schoolgirl'.
I hung around with a crowd of Teds at The Fish, (Clive Jackson, John Drysdale, 'Duffy', Tom) and one night
they literally kidnapped me, shoved me in a car and next thing I knew we were in Southend to visit another
Rock’n’Roll gig at the Pier Bar, staying overnight in sleeping bags above a shop. They went to the
Rock’n’Roll nights at the Pier Bar quite regularly, and I sometimes went with them by train.
After The Fish closed, the crowd moved on to The Telegraph on Brixton Hill
as already mentioned. It had a weird ceiling decor of things that looked like
colored pipes hanging down, but the rockin' atmosphere was similar to that at
The Fish. I can't quite now remember the sequence of events, but I think The
Fish opened again for Rock’n’Roll, and then a succession of other Rock’n’Roll
venues all over London I attended regularly. These included the Adam & Eve
and Hackney Hospital in Homerton High Street, The Tower and Duke of
Clarence in Lambeth (not far from Elephant & Castle), the Lyceum Ballroom
(as it then was) just off The Strand, the Royalty in Southgate, the Tennessee
Club at three venues, the Rockers' Reunion annually in Hammersmith then
conveniently round the corner at Battersea Town Hall (now alas far away in
Reading), and of course The Black Raven in Bishopsgate (with its famous
jukebox) run by Bob Acland. There were a few others, but these are the ones
I visited most regularly.
Of all these places, the Royalty, Southgate was where
we saw some great American acts before Weekenders
became so popular: Bill Haley and His Comets, Danny
& The Juniors, Carl Perkins, Bo Diddley, Johnny & The Hurricanes, Billy Lee Riley,
Hank Mizell and many more.
Shaky at the Telegraph

In 1976 we had 'The March of The Teds' from Hyde Park, down Oxford Street to
Broadcasting House to demand Rock’n’Roll on the BBC. We were led by Sandy
Ford's early Flyin' Saucers line-up playing Rock’n’Roll from the back of a pick-up truck.
Later we had some great all-dayers at various places, including Camden Town Hall.
Dingwalls at Camden Lock was also a venue for regular Rock’n’Roll. Alas now there
are few places left in London for regular Rock’n’Roll bands, one being the Music Hank Mizell at the
Palace in Hornsey and another being The Pavilion near me in Battersea. This was
Royalty
principally a rockers/bikers pub on Friday nights, with the accent heavily on British
Rock’n’Roll. A rockin' American singer/pianist, Thomas La Vell, Keith and I put on there didn't go down very
well, and I can't recall any other Americans playing the venue.
Keith and I, of course, put on some gigs at The Buzz Bar, a rather short-lived gay bar near me in Battersea
High Street. Linda Gail Lewis played there twice, once in the back bar and once in the main one. It tended to
be a straight Rock’n’Roll crowd, with the gay crowd staying in the other bar. One evening, however, little
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Danny (don't know his surname, a rockabilly guy who goes to Hemsby regularly) came out of the Rock’n’Roll
gig in the back bar and noticed karaoke was going on in the main bar. He went in and did his impression of
Elvis. A dapper young rockabilly, he certainly wowed the customers with his Elvis impersonation which may
or may not have completely been the result of his singing ability.
Some great memories, oh and Teds have started coming to The Pavilion, which under its new management
is now advertising its gigs on Facebook.
The scene has changed over the years, and now the emphasis is on Weekenders, of which there are many.
I tend to go to three or four a year now. The Wildest Cats twice a year, sometimes the Rhythm Riot! and last
year I started going to the Shake, Rattle & Roll Weekender in Great Yarmouth. I intend to go again in March
2012 where Linda Gail headlines and there is a good line-up of British groups as well. I don't often attend
Hemsby nowadays, and miss the old venue at Pontins. Also the long-gone acts we saw there like Freddy
Bell, Big Al Downing, Ronnie Dawson, Merrill E. Moore, Billy Lee Riley and a host of others.
But those days at The Fish will always remain strong in my memory. 'Long
Tall Sally' (real name Irene, that was my nickname for her) and other gals on
stage with Cavan, me and my Ted pals also climbing on the stage during
many of the acts, egging each other on, Freddie Fingers Lee in a short-lived
spell with Mal Gray's Hurricane taking out a knife, cutting all the keys off the
club's upright piano and throwing them into the audience. Other memories:
Screamin' Lord Sutch hacking his way through a bamboo partition at a
Rock’n’Roll venue behind Belsize Park station in order to get on stage - that
finished off Rock’n’Roll at that club! The disaster at Hammersmith Town Hall
when there were more people on stage than in the audience, and Cavan
turned round and drove back to Wales when told there was no money to pay
them (the organizers hadn't advertised the gig in case rockabillies turned up
- they only wanted leather-jacketed rockers or Teds, so it was only spread by
word-of-mouth). The time at the Kings Arms I jumped on stage and grabbed
the microphone to protest when a group were singing violently racist lyrics to
Sutch at Dingwalls
'Pick A Bale Of Cotton', whereupon I walked out. But mostly happy memories
I'm glad to say. And the acts - Cavan, Graham Fenton, Sandy Ford, Lord Sutch and the great Freddie Fingers
Lee.
I can't remember much about Rock’n’Roll in the 1950s as I was a young lad at school (only 14 when the
decade ended), but I really started rockin' around 1964 and
these little pubs and the bigger ballrooms kept us boppin' in
between the tours by the American originals.
Words & pictures by Tony Papard

Just a little correction to the Jerry Leiber obit
penned by Keith in Issue 63. At the beginning
he quotes a line from Leiber's 'Hound Dog' only it isn't from his version at all. The reason
Jerry wasn't happy with Elvis' version of this
song, at least until it was a big money-making
hit, was because like many white artists
covering songs originally done by black artists,
in this case Big Mama Thornton, the lyrics were
cleaned up. Leiber was quoted as saying that
he didn't know what all the stuff about 'rabbits'
meant and that it made complete nonsense of
the song which was not about a hound dog but
a philandering man. Mama Thornton sang the
original Jerry Leiber version “you can wag your
tail but I ain't gonna feed you no more”. I'm sure
you need no help to work out which part of a
man's anatomy she was referring to!
Tony Papard
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On the 14th October we went to the Beacon Court Tavern to see Linda Gail Lewis, at a
Biker and Teds reunion party. As we know her and Robbo (the guy who organised it) we
got up there early so we could have a quick chat while she was doing her sound check.
Len managed to have about five minutes with her before the show just to say hello and
later on, when the doors opened, we both went to talk to Linda who was sitting at a table
ready to have pictures taken and to talk to people. We chatted about this and that and
Len mentioned he had seen Jerry Lee in Tooting when he came over in 1958. Linda was
very interested in this and Len told her as much as he could remember about all of that.
The show started with the substitute group "The Hustlers" from Eastbourne (due to a
family bereavement in the regular band "Some Like It Hot"); they rocked us in with "The
House Is Rockin'" and all in all it was a very good set from them. Linda was her usual
rocking self and towards the end of the evening dedicated a song to Len saying all the
years she has known him she thought his name was GLEN, until she found out that evening
it was Len. She played "Rockin' My Life Away"...a good choice for Len!
A great time was had by everyone and it was a sell-out evening.

Len & Tina Challis

THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

Glen... I mean Len... with Linda
Setlist
Boogie Woogie Country Girl
Roll Over Beethoven
88 Friends
Shake Rattle & Roll
Who´s That Guy
Blue Suede Shoes
Boppin´ The Blues
All Shook Up
Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow
Rockin´ My Life Away
Long Tall Sally
Crazy Arms
High School Confidential
Great Balls Of Fire
Whole Lotta Shakin´Goin´On
Rip It Up (encore)
Johnny Be Goode (encore)

UK Subscription £5.00
Cheques to W H BEARD at
15 St Clements Court, Mardyke Park,
Purfleet, Essex RM19 1GL
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The name Marc Savoy (pronounced Savwa) will be familiar to many Woodies. Marc & Ann © Paul Harris
He is a long-standing Cajun musician and accordion maker and holds regular
jam sessions at his establishment near Eunice, Louisiana. As is stated on the
website,

.
Marc’s home-made accordions, each marked with the ‘Acadian’ imprint, are
treasured the world over. Marc’s singing voice is pure Cajun, nasal and with that heartbreak tone.
Marc’s wife Ann is not a Cajun but she is so involved in the Cajun life-style that you cannot tell the
difference. She is the main vocalist in the family band and she plays acoustic guitar. Her wonderful
book entitled ‘Cajun Music: A Reflection of A People, Volume 1’ was published in 1984. She is also a
member of the Magnolia Sisters and, with Marc, performs
with fiddle player Michael Doucet as the Savoy Doucet
Cajun Band.
Marc and Ann’s two sons, Joel and Wilson, join their parents
in the Savoy Family Band. Joel is a magnificent fiddle player
and was a founding member of the Red Stick Ramblers.
Wilson, a fan of Jerry Lee Lewis, primarily plays keyboards,
fiddle and accordion but also bass and guitar. Furthermore
he is a singer and must be among the most talented
musicians in Louisiana. This multi-skilled young man is also
a member of the Grammy-nominated Pine Leaf Boys.
In July ten gigs were booked in the U.K. and I was lucky
enough to get a ticket for a sold-out performance at the
Lewes Folk Club in East Sussex. The family put on a great
show in a small 90 seater room with an almost Louisiana-like hot and humid atmosphere. In the
interval we chatted in the bar with Ann Savoy and I enquired about a promised volume two of her
‘Cajun Music’ book series and was advised that it is all researched and compiled but needs a lot of
work to bring it to the publication stage and she just does not have enough time to get round to it.
Maybe the prompt will help her on the way.
Wilson & Joel © Paul Harris

If you can catch this band, do not miss the opportunity to experience the authentic sound that has
been described as “honed down, hard-core Cajun music”.

Marc playing the New Orleans JazzFest
back in ‘79 © Paul Harris
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Over the years, I have bought or borrowed from the local library a considerable number of books
about the social history of the 1950s. In no way am I nostalgic for those days! The few things that I
liked about it – Rock’n’Roll, the Goons, Hancock’s Half Hour, plus a few good films, are still available
today.
First, the good things that all of us took for granted:
1. Little traffic on the roads (I collected car numbers then!)
2. National pride in British achievements and inventions: the Festival of Britain (1951), the De
Havilland Comet, the first jet airliner (1952), the Conquest of Everest (1953), the Coronation
(1953), Roger Bannister’s sub-4 minute mile (1954)

3. No drug culture, so none of the attendant criminality
4. Respect for the police very strong among all classes - they didn’t need
to dress up in riot gear (toughened visors, anti-stab vests, shinpads
etc.) when attending an incident
5. The death penalty for murder still in force. I don’t want to get involved in pro- and antiarguments but I do believe that it prevented a lot of cold-blooded murderers from committing
their crimes
6. A constant improvement in the living standards of the working-class throughout the decade
The 1950s only really started in 1955. Before that, food rationing (for some items) was still in
existence. There were no teenagers as all forms of entertainment were aimed at adults.
I remember the years 1950-54 as being drab and dreary. I lived then (like millions of others) in a
“two-up, two-down” terraced house, which was bitterly cold in winter. No kitchen, no bathroom and
an outside lavatory! A sunken air-raid shelter remained in the back yard.
A peculiar custom of the time (among working-class families) was “the parlour”, usually the front
room. This contained the best furniture, the best carpet etc. but was little used except for birthdays,
Christmas and little else. Its only function seemed to be to impress the neighbours and the rentman
when he called.
A few years later, my mother had a small kitchen built onto the back of our house and in 1958 she
arranged a house-swap with a young couple living in a three bedroomed semi, with a bathroom and
an indoor lavatory (Oh, the bliss!). This couple could not afford the rent of £2.12/6d (if my memory
serves me right). That would buy a pint of lager today! (You can tell Neil hasn’t tried to buy a pint in
London recently – H)
All five of our family were now working, so the household income was much greater. We still didn’t
have central heating and double-glazing but things were improving all the time. We had come a long
way from the primitive conditions at our old address.
So, what is the final verdict on the 1950s? Only that the bad things have disappeared but
unfortunately they took most of the good things with them. However, this is the only advantage of
looking back: you can forget the bad and only remember the good!
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Jerry K Green "Now and Then - Volume 1” on JKG Records USA
Recent release. There's also an official You Tube release.
Veteran Grand Ol' Opry and Louisiana Hayride singer/song
writer has released a new CD. Within its 15 tracks are a
mixture of releases old and new covering 60 years of Jerry's
recordings.
Jerry came into the country music business more than 60
years ago and was influenced in those early days by the
classic kings of old time country music like Hank Williams and
Ernest Tubbs. In 60 years he has accomplished much that
includes many appearances as singer at the Louisiana Hay
Ride in the 50's and the Grand Ol' Opry in the 60's.
Songs he's written have been recorded by himself and many
other performers on major records labels such as Columbia,
Capitol, and United Artists. His distinctive Texas voice has brought him many roles on TV and radio
over the years.
Like many good singers in the 50s/60s Jerry was a talented all-rounder but did not sound distinctive
enough to build a big following of record buying fans, plus he never that one big song that broke
through for him. He had some minor success in the charts, but it was not enough for Jerry Green to
sustain a career and his keep from the music business.
This latest release is a foot tapping trawl through the many recordings old and new from his long
career including a live clip from the Louisiana Hay Ride in 1952 through to recent new songs and
re-recorded material recorded in 2011.
This CD covers the full range of Jerry's musical styles in 60 years of recordings. His 50s recordings
are a little honky tonk whilst the 60s material is smoother - more in the style of Jim Reeves.
It seems Jerry took a recording career break for 35 years until a group of people convinced him to
go back and record again.
There are three songs that were written in collaboration with Ray Campi in the late 50s that pay
tribute to the three stars who died in the plane crash - B. Holly, B. Bopper and R. Valens.
He has worked in collaboration on songs with Connie Mims, who has a track of her own "Niagara
Lately." The lead track is a new song and tells of the wonderful life in Texas "Wherever in Texas"
also written in collaboration with Connie Mims. The 2011 tracks reveal the fun side of Jerry's recent
country revival and add to the good mix of styles in this release.
For those country fans who want a mix of 50s, 60s and recent recordings, this CD might be worth a
try.
Bill Ryman Haynes

PortobelloLand
Woodie Tony Annis has, over the past few months, been putting together a website to promote the
Portobello Road area and its environs. The website has been well received by local businesses and
members of the council and community organisations.
Tony, a resident himself of Portobello Land, invites you to
take a look at his website. If you like what you see, then
please click the “Like” button – every click helps Tony
raise the profile of his site.
PortobelloLand also has a presence on Facebook and
Twitter, which can be accessed from the home page of the
website. You can find PortobelloLand at
http://www.portobelloland.co.uk
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On January 18, 1957, Werly and The Delta Boys played at the Austin Coliseum, Texas (already
using the Jack Hammer alias) with Johnny Horton, Buddy Thompson and Jimmy & Johnny for a DJ
night that included Jerry Green (KVET - Austin), former Louisiana Hayrider having cut two records
for Specialty late 1952, Charlie Walker (KMAC – San Antonio) and few other DJs. A live recording
of “Speak To Me Baby” made for the Louisiana Hayride still survives and must have been done
shortly after that Texas performance ‘cause Werly may be heard giving thanks to Jerry and Betty
Green. That performance, probably with Sonny Harville on piano, can be heard on “You Tube”. On
January 25, 1957, Werly played with that same Louisiana Hayride unit at Corpus Christi’s Memorial
Coliseum (Tx).
On March 21, 1957, Werly played Marthaville (Louisiana) High School Auditorium with Margie
Singleton and Gene Wyatt. He also had a weekly Monday night series over at KSLA-TV
(Shreveport) with an oil company sponsoring. The success of that show leads the station to start a
new half-hour show on Friday night featuring “Louisiana Hayride” artists exclusively. In April 1957,
like Margie Singleton did, he took as manager Dee Marais – 3958 Huston Street, Shreveport. Dee
Marais had a whole lot of friends and got Paul Kallinger’s help to promote his “stars” on his XERF
radio (Del Rio) broadcasting.
The last session was set in summer 1957 and, from the pen of E. Myers, were cut the stunning
“Telephone Baby” and “No Blues Tomorrow” issued on Savoy 1521 by September. That last single
doesn’t feature any piano, the hard bass line being replaced by strong drumming and an added
chorus. Those three singles deserve to be in every rockin’ cat’s library. In 1959, Savoy issued few
other records by white Louisiana cats like Gene Terry (Fine-Fine) and Billy Randall (Bye Bye
Teacher) but nothing that could compete with the great sound of Werly and The Delta Boys.
Werly played the Big D Jamboree on May 18, 1957 and Oct 5, 1957 in front of 6000 people at the
Million Dollar Sportatorium, Dallas, with Gene Rambo & The Flames and The Belew Twins, two local
acts. He may have sung “All By Myself” loaned to Fats Domino and issued on Dragon
Street/Rollercoaster records CD “Live At The Big D Jamboree” by David Dennard.
Here the New Orleans sound is brought to Dallas without sax but with real razor back guitar licks
and slap bass. Beside those performances at the Sportatorium, he may have played at Bob’s Barn,
at Al Dexter’s Bridgeport Club, Dewey Groom’s Longhorn Ballroom, at the Roundup Club or at the
Silver Spur owned by Jack Ruby. Those shows done for free were part of Ed McLemore’s deals.
By this point, Werly was getting seriously disillusioned both by his career and by life on the road
even if he was pictured with his band in Folk And Country Songs – March 1958 issue. His picture
was also in display in Mira Smith’s record shop in Shreveport with those of
Bob Luman, Ricky Nelson, James O’Gwynn, Linda Brannon and Warner
Mack.
In 1959 he packed up and moved to Los Angeles, California where he
founded, with three partners, “Milestone Records”. In four years that label
produced 18 singles starting with “Doggone That Moon”/”Black Widow
Spider” (Mil 2001) by Werly but issued under the name of Jack Hammer &
The Pacers in June 1959. Both songs were cut in April or May 1959 with The
Paradons taking care of the vocal chorus on an old Jimmie Davis song.
“Doggone That Moon” was reissued with “You Are My Sunshine”, from the
same session, on Milestone 2013 in 1962 under Werly’s real identity. Nothing
exceptional here.
Werly with Tommy
Sands in 1956
© Carolyn Babin

That small label had a Top 30 Rhythm & Blues hit in October 1960 with
“Diamonds and Pearls” by The Paradons and a hot 100 entry in September
1961 with The Blue Jays’ “Lover’s Island”/”You’re Gonna Cry” (Mil 2008). The
Blue Jays were put in touch with Werly after an appearance at an amateur
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show at the Fox Theater in Venice. Milestone issued five
singles by The Blue Jays and four by The Paradons.

Tillman Franks, Werly, David Houston

In 1961, Milestone produced a single by Buddy White “Betty
Jean”/”Unlucky Man” (Mil 2006). Buddy “Butch” White was
with Gene Vincent when he left with Bill Mack to form with
Gerry McGee and the Knights and recorded “Teenage
Ball/”Betty Jean” (Murco 1017) in 1959. He also played drums
for Bob Luman, Ricky Nelson, Hank Thompson and Paul
Peek. The last release for Milestone was “The Ebbing of the
Tide”/”Got A Good Feeling” (Mil 2018) in 1963.
In November 1963, Shane Wilder, a popular DJ with a four hour daily show on radio and president
of Wil-Mar records production with Herb Warme, and Werly had formed Hootenanny Music
Publishing Company with offices at 7310 Woodley Avenue, Van Nuys, California.
When Milestone sank, Werly Fairburn found a new business partner, Miss Madelon Baker, who
owned a recording studio in Hollywood called Audio Arts, and launched a new label called
“Whirlybird”. On that label he recorded Leon Peels (formerly member of The Blue Jays) with The Hi
Tension and produced two singles by him (Whirl 2002 and 2008). He also recorded Johnny
Flamingo (Whirl 2001 – issued in December 1963) who had “Record Hop”/” No One To Talk To” on
Imperial X5464 as Jack and Jill (October 1957) and many releases on Caddy, Aladdin, Specialty,
Pico and others. That short lived label must have gone out of business around 1965 with less than
10 releases.
Around this time, Werly divorced Yvonne and married Louise Herman and in 1965 they moved to
the San Gabriel Valley, east of Los Angeles. From their home base they started their own label
“Fair-Lew” to issue one of his record offerings “That’s Just How Bad It Is”/”I’m Lost” (Fair-Lew 100).
In November 1967, Werly recorded his last session produced by Carson Smith. “My Crazy World
(Of Make Believe)” and “There’s Something On Your Mind” were issued on Best in Country 1001.
That label was located at 182 So. Glendova Ave, West Covina, California. That single was reissued
in March 1968 on Paula 295 after Werly had signed a four year contract with Stan Lewis, President
of Paula records in Shreveport. On the very same label were Mickey Gilley, Tony Douglas, John
Fred, Gene Wyatt, Jimmy Fautheree and Nat Stuckey.
In 1972, Werly developed Reynaud’s Syndrome and an operation left him having a hard time playing
guitar. The same year “Rockville International”, a magazine printed in the Netherlands since 1969
with the complicity of Derek Glenister and Ron Weiser, published some nice information about
Werly referring to a previous paper printed in Rock & Roll Collector no 6.
In 1973 came the LP Collector CL 1019 “Rare Rock-a-Billy” with “Everybody’s Rockin’”, “My Heart’s
on Fire”, “Speak To Me Baby”, “All The Time” and “I’m a Fool About Your Love”. The next great vinyl
to come was in 1980 the bootleg 10 inch LP “White & All Right” (WR 100) packaging the complete
Savoy recordings with “Camping with Marie” and “Prison Cell Of Love”. A bootleg single on
Southern Records 003 was issued around the same time with “Everybody’s Rockin’” and “My
Heart’s On Fire”. Around that time, Werly may have played bass with Arlie Graham & The Rebel
Express playing at places like Caïco Palace (El Monte), The Silver Saddle (Balwin Park) or Follows
Camp (Azusa Canyon) on San Joachim mountains.
In 1982, Werly developed a lung tumour and fought the disease for three years. In 1983, A.J.
Nightingale wrote a very nice paper with a discography in the UK fanzine “Roll Street Journal”
(Autumn issue) and obviously didn’t know about Werly’s present time. Werly continued to play until
he completely lost his voice and died on January 18, 1985 having only “Everybody’s Rockin’”
reissued in USA in 1982 (LP Epic EG37984). The big tribute to that underrated rockin’ handsome
man came in 1993 when Bear Family packaged 29 of his best sides on their CD 15578 AH. It’s a
good deal, Lucille! Recognition was late to come but thanks to Bear Family and die hard fan’s work,
Werly was inducted into Bob Timmers’ Rockabilly Hall of Fame as member 367 on May 8, 2011.
Hey, Werly! I am a fool about your ... music.
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Tales From The Woods would be
extremely grateful if anyone out
there amongst our diverse and
knowledgeable readership knows
Welcome to
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs of the whereabouts of a few vintage
British Rock’n’Roll artists from the
where you really need to show your face.
fifties and a little later. One such
name is Janice Peters who you
may recall did a very credible version of This Little Girl's Gone Rockin' and also ‘A Girl Likes’. She
was backed by Licorice Locking but he has lost contact. Where is the lady now? Does anyone know,
or indeed is she still performing?
Likewise Dean Shannon who cut a good take of Ubangi Stomp back in 1962. What about Dean
Webb? Danny Storm? Or indeed other names that we may not have thought of who you think are
deserving of a stage to once again strut their stuff. Our old friend here at TFTW and resident poet
within these pages Rockin’/Rhymin’ Gerry tells us that another rockin’ lady we would like to find,
Sally Kelly, is now residing in the warm surrounds of Spain, but alas has no address or contact
number. Perhaps there may be someone out there who does, Or indeed may know a person who
can guide us in the right direction.
John Allison of the Allisons has also asked for help through these pages in helping to trace the duo
Landis Brothers, their most well-known recording being a cover of Tom & Jerry’s [later to become
world famous as Simon & Garfunkel] Baby Talk. If you think you can help John in his detective work
in tracking down the duo, please let us know and we will pass your information on to a very grateful
John.
That’s all from me folks, I’ll hand over now to our Social Secretary and Dave 'Jazz Junction’ Carroll
for his expertly researched gig guide. See you all in 2012.

Social dates for the diary
Gang meet-ups are open to all Woodies and new attendees are welcomed. If you attend alone, let
us know and we will endeavour to ensure you are made to feel one of the group. For those who
have restricted mobility, warn us in advance and we will ensure a place is saved for you at each
destination. Arrangements for payment for any meal will be decided before ordering to avoid
embarrassment.
THE THURSDAY CLUB VISITS THE MUSEUM OF LONDON DOCKLANDS 8th DECEMBER
We shall meet up at around 14.00hrs in the Wetherspoon pub, The Ledger Building, just a few
doors down from the museum, for a light lunch and/or coffee.
The museum is housed in a Georgian sugar warehouse, and reveals a fascinating history of London as a port etc. Free admission.
West India Quay, Canary Wharf, E14 4AL
(West India Quay DLR/Canary Wharf Tube/DLR)
CHRISTMAS GANG MEET-UP. THURSDAY 29th DECEMBER at the following venues
Drinks from 18.00hrs at the
Lyceum Tavern (upstairs bar), 354 The Strand WC2R 0HS
(Charing Cross/Covent Garden/Temple Tube)
At 20.00hrs we shall take a very short stroll to the
Strand Carvery Restaurant, Exeter Street, Covent Garden WC2R 0JJ
Our festive meet-ups are always great fun and a good way to lose your Christmas blues.
JANUARY GANG MEET UP. FRIDAY 27th JANUARY to be advised
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The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.

December 2011
10
Saturday
Steve Hooker
Hopefully he will leave his pole vault at home; otherwise our Hard Rock drummer better be ready to
duck.
The Birkbeck Tavern, 45 Langthorne Road, Leyton E11 4HL
Collection
10
Saturday
Earl Jackson’s Rock ‘n Roll All Stars
Charismatic Earl and band have toured the world, and that includes Whetstone.
All Saints Arts Centre 122 Oakleigh Road North, Whetstone N20 9EZ £10
10
Saturday
Robert Penn
Expect a high octane performance by the ‘Motor City Blues Gentleman’, enough to demolish anything in
his way.
The Village Hall, Castor, Peterborough PE5 7BU £16
10
Saturday
Alexander O’Neal
The go-to man for Saturday love, but don’t criticize if it turns out to be fake.
Islington Assembly Hall, Upper Street, Islington N1 2UD £32.50 +fees (standing) £40 +fees (seated)
17
Saturday
Earl Green & the Right Time
Green is blue, and the blues is alright (unless your name is Fry).
’Round Midnight Jazz & Blues Bar, Angel Collection
17
Saturday
Mike Sanchez
Christmas comes a week early for fans of Britain’s R&B maestro.
100 Club
£15 adv, £18 door
17
Saturday
Giants of Rare Groove 4 featuring The Emotions, Natural Four & Barbara Mason
Disappointing to learn that Leroy Hutson is no longer appearing. Replacing him are The Emotions
Indigo2
£20 -£50 + fees
29
Thursday
Chris ‘Fender’ Black’s Black Cat
Unfortunately his bone is not working as it is a meet-up night.
The West Lodge, 67 Corbets Tey Road, Upminster, Essex RM13 2AJ

£8

January 2012
4
Wednesday Paul Jones and Dave Kelly
It’s duo formation for two elder statesmen of British blues who do not disappoint.
Half Moon, Putney £14
15
Sunday
Tom Russell
One of the top singer-songwriters of the times. A varied life includes collaborating with Barrence
Whitfield on two albums.
Cecil Sharp House £14.50 adv, £17 door
22
Sunday
Ruth Moody Trio
Born in Australia, grew up in Canada, and became a Wailin’ Jenny. And that makes a trio.
Cabbage Patch, Twickenham
£10
24
Tuesday
The Pigott Brothers
Catchy Canadiana (if there is such a term). Fortunately neither of the brothers is by Lester.
The Slaughtered Lamb
£6
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24
Tuesday
Skip McDonald
The ‘Little Axe’ man in solo mode.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden Free
25
Wednesday Madison Violet
Female folk duo, who are ‘among Canada’s brightest singer-songwriters’.
Borderline £16
26
Thursday
Si Cranstoun
The Alternative Floor Filler attempts to work his magic on downtown Upminster.
The West Lodge, 67 Corbets Tey Road, Upminster, Essex RM13 2AJ
£10/£12
29
Sunday
2Is/British Rock ‘n’ Roll Heritage Show No 6
Number six! This must make Keith a real player.
Borderline Doors 5.00 pm, Music 5.15 pm to 10.30 pm Door £22, Advance £20, Woodies £18
February 2012
12
Sunday
The Wiyos / Meschiya Lake & The Little Big Horns
American group playing ‘vaudevillian ragtime jug-band blues and hillbilly swing’, joined by New Orleans
based singer ‘spearheading a revival in swing-dance, lindy-hop and jitterbug music.
Dingwalls
£15 + fees
22
Wednesday Todd Snider +
Danni Nichols (support)
American singer-songwriter whose
comic skills will double your
enjoyment.
Borderline £12
29
Wednesday
Jonathan Richman
No longer a Modern Lover but much
more fun.
Bush Hall
£20
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on other selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK’s only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black and white
paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice...... Keith Woods
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